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PREFACE
Governance deals with the structures and processes by which an
organization is directed, controlled and held to account. Proper
governance provides the means to help an organization achieve
its goals and objectives.

The achievement of good governance, is important for every
public sector organization, including ministries, departrnents,
health authorities and school boards, among others. Many
government programs and services also cut across organizational
or jurisdictional boundaries and if they are to be delivered
seamlessly on time, then we must study, compare and adapt best
practices in key sectors of public governance such as policing and
law and order.

This study is dedicated to the service of the people in the
practice area of Rajasthan. HCM RIPA has collaborated with the
Police University, Jodhpur for documenting the best practices in
police adrrtinistration in the state. The sustainability, replicability
and scalability of these initiatives much depends on the process
of internalisation and adaption which is part of the ongoing
training scheme both for senior police and administrative officers
and also at the ground level where these practices can be discussed
and introduced with local - specific innovations. Therefore as
designed, the study is not a stand-alone document for reference
but a handbook for training and a tool for practical learning. We
shall use these 12 studies of the best practices in RIPA for training
purpose and share them with the Police Training Institute and
other training centres for wider and more useful dissemination.
We are thankful to the Sardar Patel University of Police and
Criminal Justice, Jodhpur, especially to the Pro Vice Chancellor
Dr Bhupendra Singh and his team for their cooperation and
contribution for completing the study on time after due diligence
in selecting the best of the best practices introduced and tested in
Rajasthan in recent years.

This documentation is part of the project sanctioned by the
Government of India under the scheme Professional
Documentation of Best Practices circulated to the States vide their
letter No. F.37(1)2009DD-1, dated 26.06.2009 of Ministry of
Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions (Department of



Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances). This project was
sanctioned to HCM RIPA for documentation and dissemination
of good governance initiatives vide their order No. 37/2/2013
00-1dated 30.5.2013and has been implemented by The Centre
for Good Governance.

The Centre has published several studies on the subject,
namely "Expanding Horizons of Excellence-Tene-Administration
and e-Governance Best Practices of Rajasthan", Impact Study on
Rajasthan Guaranteed Delivery of Public Services Act, 2011 and
Best Practices in the Social Sector.

}'t March 2014, [aipur

[ROHIT R. BRANDON]
Additional Chief Secretary to Government (Training)

Government of Rajasthan
& Director, HeMRIPA



INTRODUCTION

Rajasthan police has a glorious past, commendable contemporary
policing contexts and the emerging trends with positive,
enthusiastic and democratic overtones to be cast into a citizen
centric police organization of the country. Elimination of the ravine
traditional dacoits, protection of international borders, combating
trans-national crimes like smuggling, money laundering, Narco
terrorism,' maintenance of the communal harmony, containing
terrorist activities, exemplary management of public order,
internal security and public peace are some of the landmarks
which vouch for the glorious past and commendable
contemporary context of Rajasthan Police.

Rajasthan Police is one of the progressive and forward
looking organizations of the country. Rajasthan Police has
exhibited and demonstrated serious concern for adopting and
implementing various tents of good governance. They have
formulated, developed, implemented and established a number
of innovations in the form of best practices. All these best practices
have provided a new dimension to the efficiency, effectiveness
and reliability which are potential enough to develop people
friendly features in the behaviour and conduct of police personnel
of all ranks. There are a number of police stations which have
been certified, recognized and commended by various
international organizations as unique, different and innovative
police stations with manifest spirit to become friends of people.
These best practices adopted by Rajasthan Police have
demonstrated value and tangible impact on the psyche of both
police and people. These best practices have become socially
acceptable culturally amenable, economically cost effective,
administratively sustainable and operationally reliable.

In view of the use, utility, sustainability, replicable nature
and people friendly orientation, it deserves merit to document all
these best practices for their wider circulation and broader
application in different parts of the country by various police
organizations. A proposal therefore was submitted for obtaining
financial assistance for the professional documentation of the best
practices in the context of GOI Circular No. 37(1)200900-1, dated



26.06.2009 of Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and
Pensions (Department of Administrative Reforms and Public
Grievances). The GOI sanctioned the project to Government of
Rajasthan for documentation and dissemination of good
governance initiatives vide their order No. 37/2/2013 DD I dated
30.5.2013.

This treatise is an effort to document the best practices of
the Rajasthan Police (from 2004 onwards). These best practices
have brought tremendous improvements in the functioning and
outcome for Rajasthan Police. The Police are being looked as
service oriented organisation and all for people's support. It has
sent a strong message to public at large in Rajasthan which has
resulted in positive perception for Rajasthan Police. All care and
precautions have been exercised to select and further document
the best practices, keeping in view the guide line and the
parameters formulated by the Government of India.

The following are best practices have been professionally
sanctioned to the Center for Good Governance (CGG), HCM State
Institute of Public Administration, [aipur (Rajasthan) by
Government of India. .

• Community Liaison Groups Scheme
• Jan Sahbhagita Scheme
• Hard Core Criminal Scheme
• Case Officer Scheme
• Respect Women
• Health Care Reforms for Police Personnel and their

Families in Rajasthan
• Beat System and Empowerment of Constabulary
• Women Desk
• e-Policing
• Community Police Officer Scheme
• Soft Skill Training
• Alternative Dispute Resolution
After the sanction of the project, various efforts were made

to obtain the information and the basic material along with the



brief nate an the concerned best practices far their documentation
as per norms, parameters and the format circulated by the GOL
The project was carried at three levels, one, the Consultant
discussed with various field officers like CO, SHO, SI, ASI an
various practices and took their opinion and comments an metrics
provide by the Ministry of Personnel. Various field officer even
gave their written comments an various practices. Twa, varia us
officers of the level af SPIDCP were also.asked to.comments an
various practices. And then a structure of document was ready
based an their comments and notices, circulars, orders regarding
various practices. This document was than communicated to.
various senior officers of the level of ADGP, IG, and DIG far
vetting and giving their suggestians if any far the practice assigned
to. them. The consultant visited Police Statians, Police
Cornmissionerate of Jodhpur and [aipur, Rajasthan Police
Academy and PHQ to. gather various notice, circulars, and orders
regarding practices. All these efforts yielded positive results and
the Consultant has been able to. document best practices and put
them in the form of the present treatise. The following is a brief
nate an the documentation of the best practices.
Community Liason Groups Scheme: A well-develaped
mechanism far the cultivation of police community relations is
an accredited taal of understanding the interactional realities and
symbiotic relationship between demacratic society and its police.
Community Liason Croup scheme was launched with a view to.
involving the respansible citizens of the society in policing
activities and to.make them a link between the police and the
society.

Community Liason Croups (CLGs), consisting of public
spirited citizens representing a crass sectian of the local
community. have been constituted in all panchayatslwards as well
as at the police station, the district and at the state levels
Jan Sahbhagita Scheme: Public support is vital to. police work
because people's participation to. police work is like role af
grammar to.language. Police public relations are sine qua nan to
successful palicing. A number af mechanisms exist in variaus
States far this purpase. Hawever, these mechanisms are un
structured and suffer with the trait af ad-hocism.



Rajasthan police launched a unique scheme for obtaining
citizen cooperation, participation and support in police work
under the scheme called Jan Sahbhagita. The scheme was launched
in the year 2004which was conceived by then DGP Mr. A.S.Gill.
The aim of this programme is to win the confidence of the public
through better responsiveness to their needs, to ensure better flow
of criminal intelligence and on the spot solution of local problems.
Hard Core Criminal Scheme: If the hardcore criminals are
controlled and brought to book effectively and in time, the impact
of crime management will have perceptible positive impact in
the community. On the one hand, if such criminals are allowed
to roam free and fearless in the society, it will demoralize the
community and would tarnish the police image. In order to
exercise effective control on the hardcore and recidivists criminals
a unique and innovative scheme was started in the year 2005by
the Rajasthan Police. This scheme was started with a view to
instilling fear of law among professionals, hardened and repeat
offenders on one hand and it provides relief to the community
from their depredations on the other.

Case Officer Scheme: One of the best ways to prevent heinous
crimes is successful prosecution of cases leading to conviction in
the courts. This aspects of crime control, unfortunately has been
overlooked over the years. It is true that in light of amendment
in Cr.P.C in 1973, police have no role in prosecution of cases
directly, but the police must know about the professional criminals
and the fate of their cases in courts can hardly be over emphasised.
Accused of heinous cases get acquitted and we don't come to
know. Accused of large number of property and other offences
get bailed out without our notice. In Case Officer Scheme police
follow up prosecution of select cases till conclusion of trial. Under
this scheme every 1.0. posted in a police station shall be allocated
a case involving an active professional criminal for follow up of
trial in the court. He shall be responsible for active and day to
day pursuit of the trial which would, inter alia, include services
of summons/warrants of witnesses and accused persons, keeping
active contact with key witnesses and refreshing their memory
before their deposition, and maintaining liaison with APP/Pf'the
trial of obtaining early dates.



Respect Women: A gender sensitization and community policing
initiative of Kota City Police. An initiative of kota city police, to
work closely with youth from various walks of life. To secure
public participation to combat and prevent crime against women.
It is believed that a general disrespect towards women is the main
cause of crime against women, which justifies to negate and belittle
her mere presence as a woman.

This disrespect manifests itself in foeticide, infanticide, denial
of education, child marriage, and restrictions on choosing partner
of choice, forced and painful widowhood and dowry deaths to
top it all. "Respect Women" aims at instilling a sense of security,
self-belief and dignity among women. Inculcating a sense of
respect for women among various sections of society, particularly
the youth.
Health Care Reforms for Police Personnel and their Families in
Rajasthan: Health is a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity. It was seen that personnel who joins police services
where bound to suffer some common problems or ailments stress,
obesity ,diabetes, alcoholism, high blood pressure, ulcer, gastritis
and so on. Hence it was decided to study the proposition so that
results will help to improve the situations and conditions of their
operations to avoid such ailments.
Beat System and Empowerment of Constabulary: in the
organisational set up of police, the constabulary occupies a very
significant place. The role of constabulary is very important in
any police organization quantitatively as well as qualitatively, in
as much as, they form vital chunk of any police system. However,
the status and esteem of constables in the police system happens
to be quite low. Empowerment of constabulary is an inevitable
parameter of police efficiency. In order to empower constabulary,
Rajasthan Police initiated a unique system whereby age old police
beat system was restructured and re-designated into small,
compact, congenial beats and the beats constables was empowered
to conduct all types of inquires, making verifications and improve
the general management of his beat.
Women Desk: Women Desks have been established in all the
police stations to deal with the problems of women in a more
responsive and sympathetic manner. Most of these women desks



are also undertaking dispute resolution with the assistance of
CLGs providing much needed relief to aggrieved women
complainants. Traditionally, women in Rajasthan have been
hesitant to speak out their problems before the male dominated
society. In order, to facilitate better reporting of the problems faced
by women and to deal with their complaints more effectively,
women's desks have been set up by Rajasthan Police.
E-Policing: Modern police force must acknowledge these changes
and adapt itself according to the challenges posed by these
changes. People also expect transparency in police work. They
also expect relevant rules and circulars which govern the police
force to be made available to them. Police also expects co-operation
from public when it comes receiving information about wanted
persons and activities which are suspicious.

In short, as the virtual world has expanded exponentially
there is a need for E-Policing which recognizes vast cyber space
and uses it to its advantage.
Community Police Officers: This scheme was introduced in
Rajasthan Police by order Of DGP Rajasthan on 4 Dec. 2006.This
is yet another scheme, like Community Liaison Group, where
community is involved in crime prevention in partnership- with
the police. Under this scheme, the local residents of selected 'areas
are being persuaded to appoint areliable local youth as the
Community PoliceOfficer for their area,Such CPOs makes efforts
for the crime prevention.in the local area through patrolling in
the night, collection of criminal intelligence, surveillance over
known criminals, etc. A CPO is usually appointed for about 100
households/shops, each contributing Rs, 30 per month, to be paid
as remuneration to them, The police train the CPOs in crime
prevention work. This scheme was in existence in a .district of
Punjab also from where Rajasthan Police adopted it.

In this scheme the S,H.O of each police station was directed
to appoint Community Police Officer (CPOs) in various areas
(market, colonies etc]) of his Police Station, This was done with
help of Community Liaison Group of Police Station,
Soft Training Skill: Rajasthan Police undertook an ambitious
program of soft skills training of its police station personnel from
the beginning 'of 2005. By now, thousands of its personnel from



the level of constables to Deputy Superintends of Police, all posted
in police stations and districts, have undergone several hundreds
of these programs. Some special programs were organized for
stress management. Considerable emphasis was placed on the
physical and mental fitness of police officersand facilitiesarranged
for that. All these programs were aimed at developing the relevant
skills rather than imparting knowledge. Hence, management
experts, who generally work with the industry, were used. They
used a variety of methods like group discussions, management
games, and use of psychological instruments etc. with minimum
use of lectures. Techniques like' Appreciative Enquiry' are being
used regularly to motivate officers in charge of police stations.
'Future Search' has been used to generate ideas and build cohesion
among the various stakeholder groups. Even a airhostess training
academy was roped in to develop skills in front officemanagement
and customer relations.

The results were very heartening. Police personnel have
shown remarkable receptivity to these programs, imbibed the
learning and started implementing them in their day to day work.
Some of them went on to build world class police stations and
bagged international awards.

The inspiring leadership, motivation, and academic
orientation of Shri. Rohit R. Brandon, Director, HCM RIPA have
been a perennial source of confidence and inspiration for the
Consultant of this project.

I place on record the help and administrative assistance given
by Shri Sachin Mitral, IPS, Police Commissioner, Jodhpur,
Shri Deepak Bhatanagar, Assistant Director, RPA, [aipur,
Shri Chandrsheel Thakur, Additional DCP (HQ), Police
Commissionerate, Jodhpur. I am more than obliged for the
response, comments and time given by all officers of Rajasthan
Police.

I wish to place on record my gratitude to Shri M.K.Devrajan,
Member, Rajasthan State Human Rights Commission;
Shri B. L. Soni, Director, RPA; Shri Kapil Garg, Additional DG,
Rajasthan Police; Shri Bhupendra Dak, Additional DG, Rajasthan
Police,Shri. D.C.Jain,IG,Rajasthan Police;Shri Anand Shrivastava,
IG, Rajasthan Police; Shri Sharat Kaviraj, SP, Rajasthan
Police; Shri Prasanna Khemsara, SP, Rajasthan Police;



Shri Prafulla Kumar, SP, Rajasthan Police; Shri. Om Prakash,
Deputy Director, RPA; Shri Vishnu Kant, DCP, Rajasthan Police;
Shri. Ajay Lamba, SP, Rajasthan Police; Shri Rahul Prakash, SP
Rajasthan Police; Shri Pradeep Mohan Sharma, Additional DCP,
Rajasthan Police; Shri. Alok Shrivastava, Assistant Director, RPA;
Shri. Saurabh Kothari, Assistant Director, RPA; Shri. Shantanu
Kumar Singh, Additional DCP, Rajasthan Police; Shri, Gyan
Chand Yadav, Additional DCP, Rajasthan Police; Dr. Lokesh
Chaturvedi, RPA; Shri, Chandra Prakash, Inspector, Rajasthan
Police and all other officers and staff of Rajasthan Police who
provided their support and knowledge from time to time.

I graciously thank Ms. Rashmi Rajpal Singh, Government
College, Bhopalgarh.

I am thankful to Anshuman Abhishek as he helped giving
shape to this documentation. He met various police officers at all
level and took their comments and response on various metrics
of Good Governance. His tireless work and effort for the
documentation is well acknowledged.

1 March 2014 Dr. Bhupendra Singh, IPS



II
COMMUNITY LIASON GROUPS

About the Practice
A well-developed mechanism for the cultivation of police
community relations is an accredited tool of understanding the
interactional realities and symbiotic relationship between
democratic society and its police. Community Liason Group
scheme was launched with a view to involving the responsible
citizens of the society in policing activities and to make them a
link between the police and the society.

Community Liason Groups (CLGs), consisting of public
spirited citizens representing a cross section of the local
community, have been constituted in all panchayats/wards as well
as at the police station, the district and at the state levels. Anyone
who is not actively involved in politics, who does not have a
criminal background and who wields influence over at least a
section of the local community can be made a CLGmember. They
are partners of the police in crime prevention, management of
public order and dispute resolution. In several places they have
come forward to upgrade the infrastructure of police stations. The
Rajasthan Police Act, 2007, arid the Rajasthan Police Rules, 2008,
have given the CLGs legal sanction. Consultative bodies like this
exist in some States of India and in several foreign countries in
some form or other and they form basic requirement for any
community policing programme. CLG scheme is basically a
extension of a UNDP project, "Improving the Organisation and
Law Enforcement System in India". An office order dated
19.9.2001(No.-UNDP/2001/CLG/9/11737 regarding formation of
CLGs.

Community Liaison Groups ..



Community Liaison Group meeting

Objectives of eLG:
1. To have a representative body of people that acts in a

consultative mechanism and helps in building contact
between the police and the local people.

2. It helps the police in maintaining law and order.
3. It helps the police in detecting and stopping the criminal

activities.
4. It helps in maintaining harmony in the society by sorting out

disputes.
5. It helps the police in solving local problems. 111

Situation before the Practice
• Formerly, community panchayats or elected panchayats were

the alternatives institutions of dispute resolution like the
courts and the police and they often settled petty offences
through the mediation and conciliation.Butwith the changing
social milieu and politicization of these institutions people
were losing faith in them. The draconian and conservative
ways of justice delivery by community panchayats and

Good Governance Best Practices in Rajasthan Police



political bias of the elected panchayat representatives
encourage the community to approach the police and the
courts, which ultimately tangle them in the labyrinth of
tedious legal procedures and expensive and slow system of
redressal.

• Efficient use of the existing infrastructure and human
resources in the police and the judiciary, creating more
resources, simplification and amendment of the arduous legal
procedures are definitely the demand of time. Various
reforms in the police, judiciary and laws have been suggested
from time to time by various commissions and committees
but their implementation depend entirely upon the political
will of the political masters. Reforms at the level of courtand
police are definitely fundamental for speedy justice but
simuntaniously focus should be on encouraging the
community to solve small disputes at the community level
itself rather than to take these to court and police.

• Hence apart from procedural and departmental reforms,
emphasis will have to be on reducing and discouraging
disputes and litigation in society by making efforts to
encourage communities to promote self- resolution of petty
disputes. These petty disputes, if left unattended, could cause
more serious problems and if brought to the notice of the
police and courts instigate counter cases by the second party
to the dispute and encourage vendetta and further pile up
the load of cases with the police and in courts. Hence in the
larger interest of the masses and to provide a more
harmonious and safe environment, it is necessary to stress
out of police station and court reconciliation of disputes.
How this will make an impact it, can understand from a
simple example. As in 2005, the number of complaints either
verbal or written received by the police was 6467600and of
these 5026337cases were registered i.e. 77.7 per cent of the
complaints were registered and the rest 22.3 per cent were
discarded after preliminary investigations. In 2002, the
percentage of complaints rejected was 46.3and in 2003it was
41.0. But before rejecting such complaints the police have to
spend time and effort, which delays other important cases.
Through alternative community based dispute redressal, we

Community Liaison Croups _



can resolve such complaints out of the police station and even
other complaints about which cases were registered could
be avoided with effective counselling efforts. Hence this way
the workload of the police and also of the courts could be
reduced.

• Only 2 per cent of the cases disposed of by the courts result
in penalty or imprisonment.

• Remaining 98 per cent end in discharge, acquittal,
compounding & fine.

• Crime committed by professional/habitual criminals and
other heinous offences (20 percent)

• Petty offences (80 per cent) arising out of minor disputes
between relatives, friends, partners & neighbours, etc.

• (Note: Above data provided by the Rajasthan Police)
• The idea behind this initiative is if this is what happened in

a majority of cases (98percent) and what the people get after
a 5 to 10 year ordeal in courts, then why something should
not be done at the beginning.

• With this paradigm the Rajasthan Police started a programme
named Community Liaison Groups.

Encounters and challenges

• A sense of mistrust which existed between people and police
was one of the greatest bottlenecks.
Identification of the right person for the CLGs' membership
is difficult
Training and capacity building of members.
Criteria and procedures for selection, tenure and termination
of the membership of the CLGs are not well defined, are non
mandatory and largely depend upon the whims of the officer
in-charge of the police station. People who had ulterior motive
and vested interest, other than social service started joining
CLGs.
It was also not taken seriously initially by police
establishments as many issues and concerns of 'police were
in open.

•

•
•

•
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Lack of publicity and image branding .
Record keeping was not proper .

Strategy Adopted

•
•

• CLGshave been constituted at all Panchayats and ward levels
as well as at the level of police stations. CLGs are constituted
at the district as well as at the state levels. It acted as Safety
Valve. Various civic related activities are planned like
organising camps for election card, ration card, adhaar card,
blood donation camps and bhajan sandhya etc. The idea is
to public interaction with the police and thereby helps police
in crime prevention, management of public order and dispute
resolution.

• Police Head Quarter (PHQ) issues an order to all District SP
to hold three day compulsory training seminar on CLG for
all SHO of the district. The SHO should be made to listen to
the views of eminent educationists, social workers, lawyers,
retired judges and other intellectuals so that they can be
exposed to idea as to what public expect from them.

Formation of CLG's and Prerequisites
• A close watch is kept on events in villages through frequent

visits by beat in charge and beat officer (constable).
• Parties to a dispute have faith in efficacy of counselling for

settling disputes.
• Consent of parties to dispute for counselling by CLG

members.
• Provision for counselling in the village rather than police

station.
• Counselling is supported and assisted by Beat-in-charge and

officer.
• No registration of case if counselling results in voluntary and

satisfactory compromise.
• Even after registration of case and during investigation and

trial counselling continues.
• For heinous offencesand offenders with criminal background,

these are not covered under this.

Community Liaison Groups



Profile of CLG Members and Selection Procedure
CLG members are the backbone of the whole programme and
success or failure of the programme entirely depends upon the
capacities of the members. For this reason, there has to be very
meticulous and democratic selection of the members. The CLGs
shall not be over represented and over influenced by any
particular caste, gender or religion.

As most of the members are from the rural background and
supposedly a less educated lot, for them to understand the
objective, it is necessary to have a functional legal knowledge and
an attitude of impartiality without personal or social biases in
dealing with disputes. So a well designed training programme
was developed.

Roles and Responsibilities of CLGs:
The following key roles and responsibilities have been outlined
for CLGs. They are also encouraged to go beyond these roles in
the interest of the public:

• The CLG as a group should maintain regular touch with the
community and the police department to bridge the gap
between them.
The CLG should try to improve the law and order situation
in the locality in partnership with the police.
The CLG should listen to the grievances arid problems faced
by the community members and endeavour for feasible
redressal of such grievances in partnership with the police.
The CLG should help the police to prevent and detect crimes
in the locality.
The CLG should take the responsibility of spreading
awareness among the community regarding legal affairs,
procedures of police department and the rights and
obligations of the citizens. This can be done by educating
people through pamphlets, hoardings, organising cultural
programmes, seminars, debates and related events and daily
contact with people of the locality.
The CLG should be able to mobilise and manage resources
towards its long term sustainability. The CLG should not

•

•

•

•

..
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expect or depend on grants or any other financial assistance
from the Government. This will help to generate a sense of
belongingness among the community members.

• The community should apprise appropriate authorities about
the performance of the police including instances of alleged
police misconduct. At the same time, it should monitor the
activities taking place in the community; it should act as a
pressure group to prod the police to do their work in proper
manner and within the legal framework. It should help to
maintain social order through preventing communal riots and
building harmonious relationship in the community.

CLC Meeting in Police Commissionerate, [aipur

• The CLG should actively follow-up each grievance of the
people. If law and order issues are not solved at the beat
level CLG, the members should take up the issues at the
police station level CLG.

• Members should be willingly associated with this process in
a spirit of voluntarism. It is expected that the people will
serve selflessly and would devote time to this kind of work.
Members should be socially aware and involved in social
activities. The confidentiality of the sources of information
should be maintained.

Community Liaison Groups



Points for CLG members to be told to the parties to disputes
while counselling for criminal offences (mainly in cases of
mutual disputes)

For the victim side: -
• To register the crime, to get it investigated, to ferry the

investigator, to ferry witnesses and make them agree to
render evidence, to get a medical check-up, to prepare a
briefing of the case, to produce a challan in court, and at the
time of trial transportation of self and witnesses, involve a
lot of expenditure and wastage of time.

• Registration of a case does not always mean that a challan
will be prepared because it depends upon facts and
availability of witnesses. An unbiased attitude of the
investigator is also important.

• After the challan, hindrances are created during the trial by
the accused who takes benefit of legal technicalities and as
a result the victim side gets exploited and feels time and again
that the whole system is exploiting him.

• In most cases of petty offences, the parties get exhausted and
after losing a good deal of money go for a compromise under
compulsion. But by that time they have been subjected to
unrecoverable losses.

• If somehow the trial is completed in petty cases, the accused
are discharged or acquitted, or let off after admonition or
probation. In very few cases a penalty or a prison term are
pronounced. .

• In such a scenario instead of going through this exploitation
after registering a case, it is better to resolve the problem
with mutual understanding, which would be acceptable to
all parties.

• Itwill help in promoting brotherhood, avoiding mental stress,
wastage ofmoney and time. Moreover, it will purify the mind
of criminal and control criminal instincts.

• It is important that the decision not to register a crime and
go for a compromise is willingly taken.

• If a compromise is reached, it should be unbiased and not
with the intention of benefiting one party.
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• As a result of the compromise, the self-respect of any party
should not be hurt. It means the compromise should not be
at the cost of the self-respect of one party.

• The victimized party can be provided with the example of
beneficiaries or a meeting could be arranged with those
beneficiaries,who did not register cases and are satisfied with
the decisions of the CLGs. Satisfied beneficiaries could be
used as agent of change.

(Source: Rajasthan Police)

A CLG meeting in session

For the accused side: -
• If the accused is not a professional or habitual offender and

has commited a petty offence, under some special situation
or due to some momentary weakness then he/she could be
saved from the tiresome, long, costly and complicated
procedure of investigation and trial in court.

• The accused wastes his/her time, money on investigation,
bail, fees of lawyers and meeting other formalities in police
stations and courts.

• This is not all. He / she has to bear the painful remorse of
his/her crime.
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• If he/she is of a clear conscience and determined never to
indulge in any crime in future then the option of confession
and compromise is always open to him.

• A compromise could be arrived at informally before
. registration of the crime but after registration this is possible
only in court.

• In a court a compromise is possible only in cases that fall
under Section 320 of Indian Penal Code.

• Due to the compromise, the accusation against the accused
is not proved.

• As a result of a confession, as per the rules court can punish
the accused with any punishment but under Section 360 of
the Criminal Procedure Code of a first time accusation is
proved the court can release the person after admonition or
on probation. Similarly under the Probation of Offenders Act.
1958a person below the age of 21 year is necessarily let off
on probation. While releasing on probation, the offender is
temporarily ordered to execute a bond for good conduct on
bail-sureties. If the offender violates these conditions he\she
can be convicted.

• For compromise at any moment and for crime confession at
the time of challan, during investigation and at the time of
compliance of warrants, action can be taken.

• With this the feeling of brotherhood will enhance, mental
stress can be avoided, money and time is saved, heart and
mind remain clear and criminal instincts come under control.

• It is important that the decision of compromise should be
with mutual consent by both the parties and the decision to
confess should be completely of the accused and wilful.

• If a compromise is made, it should be unbiased and not with
the intention of benefiting one party.

• As a result of the compromise, the self-respect of any of the
parties to the dispute should not be hurt. It means the
compromise should not be at the cost of the self-respect of
one party.

• Similarly, in court cases under the Sections 107, 108and 110
of the Criminal Procedure Code the accused can be persuaded
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to self bond so that he/ she is saved from long inquiry
proceedings and wastage of money and time. For this it is
important that during the period ofthe bond he/she should
not get involved in arty type of criminal activity and comply
with the conditions of the bond. For this also the above
conditions and willingness are vital and this is beneficial to
that individual.

• Examples of persons who had confessed crime in the past
and are satisfied with the decision of the compromise and
who opt for the self-bond should be quoted as examples to
the accused or a meeting could be arranged. Past beneficiaries
can be used as agent of change. (Source:Documents Provided
by Rajasthan Police)

Results Achieved
• An informal way to provide cost free, speedy justice and

resolution of disputes of simple nature without complicated
legal procedures.

• A more simple, easy to understand and societal way of
resolution of simple disputes, rather than the tough to
understand criminal procedures and penal codes or acts
which make things more complicated and beyond
comprehension of the common man.

• A way to improve societal harmony and to avoid vendetta.
• Acceptance by all stakeholders and beneficiaries.
• High satisfaction level of the beneficiaries and a platform

where the parties can put across their point of view more
easily.

• Endorsement of CLG decisions by the police, public and
beneficiaries.

• Low proportion of relapse of cases, once resolved.
• An initiative to improve community-police relationship with

more meaningful partnership which raises self-esteem among
the CLG members, raise respect for the police in the eyes of
the general community and the beneficiaries, rather than
using the community as a tout.

• Resolvesminor disputes and is helpful in reducing the burden
of investigation of cases on the police and the burden of trial
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of cases on the courts, which could concentrate on other
important cases.

• CLGs could be used as the mechanism for crime prevention
and keeping communal harmony. Apart from mediation in
petty criminal matters, the CLGs could also actively arbitrate
in cases lingering in courts and civil disputes.
(Source: Documents Provided by Rajasthan Police)

Sustainability

• The long duration success of the practice establishes that this
is quite sustainable as it is a win-win situation for both public
and police. This is a totally cost effective scheme because the
police are not required to make any extra expenditure for
operating this scheme. On the contrary, because of the
understanding and friendly feelings created in the
community, citizens voluntarily come forward for making
investments for improvements of physical facilities of police
stations.

• Its good programme for the welfare of the common person.
CLGs were not only helpful in saving money and time but
also reduced the work of the police and courts, acknowledged
the respondents. The feedback received on the success and
positive inputs of this scheme helped getting CLGs scheme
a legal status through the Rajasthan Police Act, 2007.

Lessons Learnt

• Number of FIR registrations have reduced as smaller issues
are resolved on the spot with the help of CLG
"Since inception of this scheme in this police station,
Community Liason Groups have been actively involved in
dispute resolution, and this has checked the number of cases
that reach the police stations" - Police officers at Mansarovar
police station, [aipur
" ...CLG members proactively mediate whenever there is a
dispute in their area ... they help the police in resolving the
issues on the spot" - FGD,Mansarovar police station, Jaipur
" ...beat CLGs are very useful as they provide on the spot
decisions and solutions to the problems which checks the
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problems from getting out of hand and becoming
unmanageable" - Beat constable, Makrana police station,
Nagour

• Reduction in communal tensions and other social problems
" ... active mediation by CLG members in inter-caste and
religious tensions and problems have positively contributed
to the reduction of violence in our area"
- FGD, Hamir Garh police station, Bhilwara
" ...CLGshave been formed in such a way that they represent
each and every section of the society, and this gives voice to
every community, which consequently reduces friction
between people of different castes and religious groups" -
Police officers, [ahazpur police station, Bhilwara

• Reduction in crimes
" ... since CLGs mediate in disputes and resolve the problem
before it becomes a big issue, the incidence of crime has
reduced" - FGD, Kotwali Nagour police station, Nagour
" ...Police with the help of CLGs has been able to reduce
communal violence and tensions. CLGs have been very
supportive in dispute resolution" - Police officers at Asind
police station, Bhilwara.
" .. .local level problems are amicably solved by mutual
consent of both the parties because of CLG intervention" -
Beat constables, Shyam Nagar police station, Jaipur.

• Renovation of police stations and building of new
infrastructure with the help from CLG members
" ...police station has been renovated with the help of CLGs.
Water cooler has been installed in the police station from the
funds collectedby the CLGmembers" - FGD,Makrana police
station, Nagour.
" ...police has been helped a lot financially in renovation of
the police station building by CLG members" - FGD,
Mansarovar police station, Jaipur. [2[

• Better maintenance of law and order.
• Better crime detection.
• Better communal harmony.
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• Voluntary citizen contribution towards improvement of police
stations in terms of infra structure, facilities and police station
surroundings.

Scope for Replication

Police stations have limitations in increasing the number of staff
with the increase in urbanization and population. As a whole,
there is an increase in the pressure on police to counter crime
and other community level disputes. CLGmembers are additional
human resources available to the police at least to resolve many
community level disputes, effectively. Constables have indicated
that their workload has decreased since the involvement of CLG
members. Not only this, CLG has been instrumental in building
up a correct and positive image of the police among the
community in a very brief time. This scheme is quite replicable
due to its positive traits as it is giving new definition to police
functioning and approach.

A eLC Sabha Bhawan

REFERENCES:
1, 2 Evaluation of New Initiatives of Rajasthan Police, 2008,ORGCenter

for Social Research.
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II
JAN SAHBHAGITA SCHEME

About the practice
Public support is vital to police work because people's
participation to police work is like role of grammar to language.
Police public relations are sine quo non to successful policing. A
number of mechanisms exist in various States for this purpose.
However, these mechanisms are un-structured and suffer with
the trait of ad-hocism.

Rajasthan police launched a unique scheme for obtaining
citizen cooperation, participation and support in police work
under the scheme called Jan Sahbhagita. The scheme was launched
in the year 2004which was conceived by then DGP Mr. AS.Gill.
The aim of this programme is to win the confidence of the public
through better responsiveness to their needs, to ensure better flow
of criminal intelligence and on the spot solution of local problems.
Under this unique community outreach programme the SHO visits
the villages/wards as per a schedule notified in advance, listens
to public grievances and suggestions, takes steps to solve police
related problems on the spot, briefs the public about crime
prevention measures and develops sources who can provide
useful information. This outreach programme ensured periodic
police presence in rural areas where hitherto police presence was
purely need-based. The programme also envisages reducing the
distrust between the police and the society to achieve better police
public-cooperation which is essential for successful policing.
Following are the main objectives of Jan Sahbhagita Scheme':

• To identify people who can help police and be
informants of various happenings in surrounding
especially at the time of law and order situations,
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festivals, communal tensions, fairs etc.
• To keep a record of notorious elements of the area and

be prompt to take action against them in necessity.
• To solve small issues and problems on spot with all

due diligence.
• To solve issues of public nuisance so as to create a sense

of confidence for police in society.

Police Jan Sahbhagita Shivir

Some local additions to this programme in various districts
include:

1. SAMBHAL YOJANA: under this the beat constable is
regularly in touch with elderly people to look after their
security needs.

2. AASTHA YOJANA: under this police officers visit girls',
schools and sensitize the students about the special problems
they face and suggest preventive steps.

3. YOUTH CLUBS: this is constituted to assemble the local
youths and engage them in sports and other constructive
activities, with a view to use them in maintenance of public
order.
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4. SOUHARDH YOJANA: in this, efforts are made to reform
professional criminals.

5. INTERFACEPROGRAMME:in this, the police interact with
the students in educational institutions or the police stations
to sensitize them about legal provisions and civic matters . .131

6. SHOARD INTERFACE: especially in district Rajsarnand
which encompasses direct platform sharing in each school of
the district. Police personnel (especially seniors) used to visit
school and explain the police functioning followed by a
Question Answer session about police public relationship.
Though these innovations are happening only in some

pockets, they have already started yielding results as evidenced
by an incident in Kota district.on May 29, 2007,during the Gujjar
agitation. An agitating mob attacked a lone constable in outpost
Jhulmi, and pulled out the furniture and records to set fire to
them. A group of Kanjars from a neighbouring basti, where the
police had launched the Sourhard programme, came to know
about it, reached the spot, dealt with the mob and rescued the
outpost and the constable.

(Jansahbhagita Shivid41 (Sambhal Yojna)[Sl

Situation before the practice
• Police was used by British for political reasons against public

in pre independence era. This led to gap in trust shared
between police and public. This mistrust is even visible today.

• There was a perception that police as an institution is used
only for the benefit of have's against have not's and is a
institution for powerful and influential for its own purpose.

• People were even hesitant to speak to a policeman in uniform
and were submissive to 'maibap' at all cost.
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JlI 1
I

{Interface Programme at Police Station, Ihotwara, Jaipur)[6]

• Police establishment was not adequate in far off rural place.
• Even basic relief from small issues and problems related to

police was a long time affair process.
• Before this practice was operational, public hardly took pain

in reporting any matter /information regarding any crime or
happening in society to police.

• Though time and again independent India different State
Governments have taken various mechanisms or practices to
bridge this gap but under this practice 'Jan Sahbhagita
Scheme' police-public participation was given a formal
structure in Rajasthan.

A Public
Meeting in
session
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Encounters and challenges faced by the police
Police image and perception was the biggest hindrance for
this practice to be implemented.
'Police' was never seen as a service oriented organisation and .
hence many manifestations and off shoot of this practice was
not very eagerly and out rightly accepted by people.
Even from within the police establishments, this practice was
not easily taken because transition from 'maibap' image to
becoming a service oriented organisation was difficult.
To put this practice in use a systemic change in the mindset
of police personnel was required which was a gradual
process.

Strategy adopted

•

•

•

•

• The SHO under this scheme is required to prepare a field
visit plan to different villages and wards or area and circulate
the plan to public at large so that maximum number of people
can be present for redressal of their grievances. The SHOwill
be visiting with the beat in charge and beat constable of the
area.

• . During the course of visits, all required topographical
information and facts regarding the area has to be in the
knowledge of SHO so that he can better redress the problems
and grievances of the residents. Emphasis will be on better
public participation and cooperation in police activities.

• In the course of visit any complaints will be addressed with
all promptness and a respective diary should be maintained
for the same.

• To identify people for Community Liaison Group,
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme, Village Safety Unit is also a
feature and strategy for greater participation and cooperation
of this visit.

• District Superintendent of Police and Additional
Superintendent of Police along with Deputy Superintendent
of Police also participate in various meetings and discuss with
people.
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• Inspector General (Range)monitors the status of the practice
and submits reports to Additional Director General every 15
.days district wise.

Results achieved
• Close interaction with the public and reduced fear and help

building trust among people towards police.
" ... Jan Sahbhagita scheme facilitates direct interaction
between the police and the people. This has.reduced the fear
of the police and helped common people like us to
understand the police better and from a different perspective.
It has induced strong trust in the police among us" - FGD
participants, Merta Road Police Station, Nagaur. " ...since the
much required public trust has not been created among the
public, the people have now started cooperating with us in
all our investigations... we get all necessary information about
suspicious people/ activity from the community in time now"
~ SHO, [ahajpur Police Station, Bhilwara.
"... such a scheme has helped in better interaction with people
and has helped both the police and the public" - Beat
constable at Kotwali Nagour Police Station, Nagaur

• Public opinion about various issues can be ascertained
helping in making community friendly decisions
" ...earlier we hesitated to interact with police officialsbecause
frequently going to police station was not considered good,
but through this scheme we have got a platform to convey
our thoughts and opinions to the police in a very easy
manner ... " - FGD, Mansarovar Police Station, [aipur
" ... there are many aspects on which police needs to be
informed correctly and timely to take proper action against
any suspected or harmful or criminal activity...but how could
we do that earlier because we didn't have easy access to
police stations, but now we don't feel so Jan Sahbhagita
meeting is very good opportunity for us to exchange our
views/ opinions and provide valuable information to the
police force. In this way it has also bridged the gap between
the police and the public to a great extent ... this is why we
think this scheme is so successful" - FGD, Makrana Police
Station, Nagaur.
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•

"...we have seen that without adequate public support we
cannot work effectively ... however, it has always been very
difficult for us to get the same, but Jan Sahbhagita meetings
have helped us a lot in the direction of securing public help
and understanding their views and opinions ... many a time
they come up with such wonderful suggestions that our
problem is solved quickly" - Police officers, Jahazpur Police
Station, Bhilwara. The public feel assured of proper response
from the police.
" ... this scheme ensures the involvement and interaction of
the police and the public, which makes us, feel that the police
is working for us all the time ..."- FGD, Asind Police Station,
Bhilwara.
" ... this scheme has worked wonders as far as assurance and
imparting of information to .public is concerned. During Jan
Sahbhagita camps we interact with public face to face, and
re-assure them that police is .meant to work for them and
that is only possible with their help" - Police officers, Shyaih
Nagar Police Station, [aipur.
Regular organisation of the camps, and informing people
about schemes and the working of police. .
"Jan sahbhagita camps are regular feature here, and that has
kept us constantly in touch with the police staff" -'"FGD
participants at Makrana Police Station, Nagour . . U

" ... people now look forward for Jan sahbhagita camps ill OUf
area, as that's the time when we share our opinions .. :. We
are also informed about other schemes and initiatives-whiclt
have been or are likely to be introduced by the police ...we
also come to know about the kind of success these schemes
are making in other police stations .. .it is a very useful forum
for exchange of information" - FGD participants at Hamir
Garh Police Station, Bhilwara ::ro',
Jeevan Anmol
Abhiyan is an
initiative to bring
awareness about
traffic rules and
adequate traffic
safety measures to
reduce accidents.
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A rally and seminar
had been organized
for school students.
2,000 students from
the local schools
participated in the
rally. [7]

• Jan Sahbhagita
Scheme has given
police status of a service oriented organisation.

Sustainability
The scheme is quite sustainable because it is associated with the
regular functioning of the police the field visits required to be
made by the SHO and other members of local police as part of
their beat patrolling. More so it's very encouraging for people as
their made part of decisions being taken. It's also encouraging
for the police establishment as now people cooperate and
participate with them. It is totally cost effective scheme wherein
no expenditure is required to be incurred either by citizen or by
police. The local police help is available to people at their door
with no cost and police meets people as a regular part of their
visit to the field. The basic aim, objective and outcome of police
public interaction under this scheme are quite citizen friendly.

Lessons Learnt

• This practice helped in bringing people closer to police system
and function. They started appreciating police role in various
activities.

• Hassle free nature of scheme helped people in getting their
grievances addressed at very short span.

• It made police establishment a service oriented organisation.
• Regular interactions between police and public made each

other understand their limitations too.
• It gives boost to HUMINT thereby helping police with their

functions.
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Scope for Replication
In light of its operations and execution in different districts of
Rajasthan and various police stations thereof is an indication that
this scheme is quite replicable and should be adopted by all police
organisation because of its replicable nature.

This practice is quite innovative in the sense that it has
provided functional structure, operational feasibility'and execution
easiness to various police operations and in context of solution of
citizen problems.

What is required is more monitoring at district level, range
and state level which will more better results and enhance police
image as a service oriented organisation.

REFRENCES:
3,4,5,6,7 Evaluation of New Initiatives of Rajasthan Police, 2008,
ORC Center for Social Research.
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II
HARDCORE CRIMINAL SCHEME

About the Practice
If the hardcore and recidivists criminals are controlled and brought
to book effectively and in time, the impact of crime management
would have perceptible positive impact in the community. On
the one hand, if such criminals are allowed to roam free and
fearless in the society, it will demoralize the community and
would tarnish the police image. In order to exercise effective
control on the hardcore and recidivists criminals a unique and
innovative scheme was started in the year 2005by the Rajasthan
Police. This scheme was started with a view to instilling fear of
law among professionals, hardened and repeat offenders on one
hand and it provides relief to the community from their
depredations on the other. Professionals and repeat offenders are
short-listed and their activities are kept under close watch by the
police with the active help and support of the community. Their
criminals are collected and efforts are made to keep the concerned
criminals behind bars as far as possible through preventive
measures, effectively opposing their bail after arrest, cancelling
the bail in appropriate cases and following up the trial of cases
and following up the trial of cases pending against them in the
courts with a view to getting quick convictions. This is a unique
scheme started by Shri A. S. Gill, the former DGP.

Situation before the practice
• There was no proper well defined mechanism to keep a close

watch and track on the movements of hardcore criminals.
Hardcore criminals were at large and the kind of image it
was creating in society was against police trust and
confidence.
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Hardcore criminals would find ways and means and escape
through bail and other routes.
As there was no monitoring of court cases against these
hardened criminals as they manipulated their modus
operandi and illegal activities.
It helped these hardcore criminals getting affiliations to
prominent name in organised crime who also acted as
umbrella to them. '
These hard core criminals started getting political protection
and even caste line protection and people are scared of
registering cases or speaking against them.
A sense of fear and such environment was created that it
started raising questions against the police and for the first
time in any police organisation a well defined mechanism
was created to track and put all efforts for their conviction.

Encounters and challenges faced by the innovators

•

•

•

•

•

• Initially as no complete record existed against these hardcore
criminal, police establishment was trying its best to collect
all records, facts and statistics against these criminals. Every
bit of information against any hardcore criminal was the
foremost challenge; courts records, human intelligence, etc
were all zeroed to prepare a strong case against them.

• Police protection to witnesses and prosecution was a big
challenge. More so, in initial days it was difficult to convince
people to become witness even after giving protection.

• Resource crunch was a major hurdle as every Thana started
gearing for such hard core criminals.

• Many times these hard core criminals are close to political
heavyweights which make it difficult to act against them.

• These hard core criminals are now so professional in their
approach and functioning that often leave police far behind.

• They are often given protection by land mafia, liquor mafia
and alike which help them get best legal mind in coming out
of jail and courts proceedings.
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Strategy adopted
• Keeping in mind fundamentals of the practice, the first step

was to identify hard core criminals at Thana and Circle level.
• All facts and record are put in order so that strong case can

be prepared against them.
• Hard core criminal's history sheet and rowdy sheet are

amalgamated and facts like their contact details, close
associates, place of protection, and their godfathers and so
on were kept on priority basis.

• Details of property and their sources are hooked and all
possible help is taken from other departments to put a close
vigilance on it.

• Police officers have briefed and trained time to time as to
which Acts and procedures should be used against them so
that their bail is difficult and in all possibility of preventive
arrest is used against them.

• All up gradation regarding criminal profile and any
development is recorded in his file. All details like officer
working in the case, public informants etc are maintained.

• A close monitoring of hard core criminal is done at Thana
and district levels in various meetings and specially called
for the purpose.

• Needful information on hard core criminal is shared in
various CLGs and police-public meetings so that society
should feel secure and safe.

Results achieved

• Hardcore criminals are kept behind bars which generate
confidence in the people and adequate peace and tranquillity
are maintained in the community.'

• The crime graph shows a down trend and it also motivates
officers' indulged against the hard core criminals.

• Strict vigilance over repeat offenders cause fear among
criminals 1/ ••• this scheme is a boon for police as the
investigating officers and beat constables keep an eye over
the criminals, and they do not get easy bails, therefore this
causes fear among them" - Police officers at Shyam Nagar
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police station, [aipur
• Successful in creating an environment wherein it's difficult

for hard core criminals to secure bails and other protection
form courts. "...awareness about this scheme is low amongst
us, but from what has been talked about this scheme in this
discussion, it is obvious that criminals will have a hard time,
as they will not be able to secure bail for themselves easily"
- FGD, Bajaj Nagar police station, [aipur

• Success in getting conviction against the criminals. " ...we
have been successful in getting conviction of criminals like
Vinod Lamba, who has been sentenced for three years
recently. He was brought under this scheme, and it was made
sure that he does not get bail" - Police officers, Mansarovar
police station, [aipur.!"

• Such a scheme will certainly be of great help to the police to
control the activities of the repeat offenders.

Sustainability
• Looking to the long period of its operations and integral

nature of being part of overall police functioning, this best
practice is endowed with traits of sustenance and
sustainability.

• This scheme is totally cost effectivebecause for operating this
scheme no extra investment is required to be made either by
police or by community.

• The scheme is operated on the basic of optimum utilization
of existing human resources and men management. Since this
scheme aims at keeping criminals behind bars, the resultant
peace and order in society creates better police image, police
community relations and friendly feeling among them. The
feedback and data available on this scheme is that it is a
highly commendable scheme because it provides positive
gains both to police and community and makes the crime
management more efficient and effective.

Lessons learnt
• If police resources are utilized properly, better crime control

situations may emerge and that if the criminals are kept under
control and put behind bars quickly and in time it will create
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fear among hardcore criminals and they desist to commit
crime.

• Police have gained trust of public as is evident when people
become witness and informants against hard core criminals.

• Courts have also appraised about the practice time and again.
• It has also put a check on organised crime to a large extent.

Scope for Replication
The nature of this practice being integral to the overall police
working and functioning makes the best practice easily and
smoothly replicable at the police station and police out post levels.

It is highly recommended for areas where crime and
criminals are free and at their will.

REFERENCES:
8. Evaluation of New Initiatives of Rajasthan Police, 2008, ORG Center

for Social Research.
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II
CASE OFFICER SCHEME

About the practice
One of the best ways to prevent heinous crimes is successful
prosecution of cases leading to conviction in the courts. This aspect
of crime control, unfortunately has been overlooked over the years.
It is true that in light of amendment in Cr.P.C in 1973, police
have no role in prosecution of cases directly, but the police must
know about the professional criminals and the fate of their cases
in courts can hardly be over emphasised. Accused of heinous cases
get acquitted and we don't come to know. Accused of large
number of property and other offences get bailed out without
our notice. Witnesses turning hostile either due to loss of interest
or under influence of accused persons- which hampers too
frequently also does not catch get notice. There are numerous other
reasons which have contributed to virtual collapse of criminal
justice system. It is high time that the police must intervene, in
public interest and also in the interest of crime prevention.

In Case Officer Scheme police follow up prosecution of select
cases till conclusion of trial. Under this scheme every 1.0. posted
in a police station shall be allocated a case involving an active
professional criminal for follow up of trial in the court. He shall
be responsible for active and day to day pursuit of the trial which
would, inter alia, include services of summons/warrants of
witnesses and accused persons, keeping live contact with key
witnesses and refreshing their memory before their deposition,
and maintaining liaison with APP/PP the trial of obtaining early
dates.

Under this scheme, selected cases against hardcore offenders
and some sensational cases of murder, rape etc. are assigned to
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earmarked officers who closely follow up trial, arrange for speedy
trial through better liaison with the judiciary and prosecution,
ensure attendance of witnesses in the court, and see that they do
not turn hostile due to fear or allurements. Rajasthan High Court
has issued directions to all subordinate courts to conduct
expeditiously the trial of cases taken up under the case officer
scheme by the police. Rajasthan Police started this scheme in 2004
after taking clue from the CBI which follows up the trial of all
cases challan by them.

The scheme works on the following mechanism:

1. Efforts are made to target criminals who are professionals,
hard core, active and such that the police would be happy to
see behind, the bars. They must be accused of serious property
or body offences and such that they are feared by common
people for the safety of their life and properties. Identification
of sensational cases and cases against repeat offenders at the
police station level.

2. The quality of evidences should be considered in selection of
cases. Only cases, in which there is strong probability of
convictions, should be selected.

3. Every 1.0 of every police station is a allocated one case out
of select cases, and the 1.0 will be known as Case Officer for
that case.

4. Scrutiny of these cases at the levels of supervisory officers to
ensure correct selection (by the Circle Officers and then by
the Superintendents of Police).

5. Nomination of a police officer for follow up of each case
during the trial in the courts. He is called the case officer.

6. Making the selection of the criminal cases under this scheme
a continuous process by adding new cases as and when
sensational cases occur or the case against a professional
criminal ends in acquittal. [9[

• The Case Officer scheme has been framed by Rajasthan Police
to improve the success rate of prosecution and keep an
effective check on the activities of repeat and hardcore
criminals. Under the scheme, persons who have made crime
a way of life, crate terror in the society or indulge in
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sensational crime are to be identified and case against them
are to be perused and followed up in courts. For each such
identified cases, a Police officer is to be nominated to take
up the case and assist the prosecutors and monitors its
progress in courts.

• The uniqueness of this best practice is that this is for the first
time in any State police organisation that a mechanism of
chasing important under trial cases of grave, serious and
sensational nature are handled by a suitable police officer
for the speedy trial and improving the conviction rate.

Responsibility of the Case Officer
• He shall maintain dossier of the criminal containing

details(copies of FIRs, charge-sheets) of all the cases that the
person is facing, his complete personal and family profile,
list of his accomplices, modus- operandi etc.

• He shall maintain the complete case file of the case he is
pursuing. This file shall have all the evidence against the
accused. It should also have copies of order sheets of every
date that the matter came up in the court. The file should
begin with a few blanks sheets on which the case officer shall
record the gist of proceedings on every date of hearing.

• He shall personally attend the court on every date of hearing
and assist the APPIPP in the proceedings.

• He shall ensure that the summons and warrants of the
witnesses and accused persons issued by the court are
executed in time.

• He shall live contact with the key witnesses so that if the
accused attempts to influence them, it could be brought to
the notice of courts for appropriate actions like cancellation
of bail etc.

• He shall brief the APPIPP about the cases so that he is able
to contest the bail and other similar prayers of the accused.
The past criminal record of the accused shall also be brought
before the court.

• He shall ensure that the exhibits lying in police station,
Malkhana and the reports of experts (FSLetc) are obtained
and submitted before the court in time.
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• He shall try that the case is tried on day to day basis. For this
purpose, he shall also, if required, file appropriate
applications before the appropriate court.

• He shall keep the activities of the criminal under observation
and collect criminal intelligence about him and compile the
record of the same for any future reference or necessary
actions.

• Where ever applicable, he shall submit before the court
through an application, the record of previous convictions
for enhanced punishments as provided for under section 75
IPC

Responsibility of the Circle Officer
• Circle officers have pivotal role to play in the entire scheme

starting from selection of cases to effectively monitoring of
the implementation

• Since the case identified is pertaining to hard core professional
criminals and the number of cases will also be small, the
respective circle officers are expected to know everything
about every case pertaining to their jurisdiction.

• Whenever CO visits the police stations, he shall enquire from
LOs and S.H.Os progress of each case and guide them for
effective implementation of scheme.

• CO shall also maintain close liaison with the APPs/PPs for
effective implementation of the scheme. This can also be a
medium of information about the functioning of the
respective case officers.

Situation before the practice
• Before the practice due to fear of hardcore and recidivist

criminals witnesses use to become hostile due to which
conviction of such criminals was difficult task.
This had negative connotations on law and order in society
and an environment of insecurity and lawlessness prevailed.
At the same time all these all raised questions on police
functioning and efficiency.
Investigation of such cases was like any other regular affair.
There was hardly any link between investigation officer and
prosecution which affected the case.

•

•

•
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• Conviction of these hardcore and recidivists criminal was not
on priority nor tracked.
Investigation officer often lacked sense of motivation in
perusing the case.
Team spirit was missing between police and prosecution
team.

•

•

Encounters and challenges faced by the innovators
To nominate case officer for hard core cases is resulting in
lack of investigation officer for other cases. More so, every
Investigation Officer is overburdened and is made to work
on other issues which sometimes have bearing on
productivity of Case Officer Scheme.
Monitoring is always an issue.
In rural areas this scheme faces its own limitation of lack of
resource and mobilization.

• Transfer of case officer and prosecution officer is a big jolt to
particular case.

• Motivation of case officer is a big factor as it has been found
that case officer are not even ensuring that the witnesses are
present on the day hearing and similar issue always crop up
against the scheme.

Strategy adopted

•

•
•

• The first step is selection of right case under the scheme so
that people should believe in police functioning and peace
prevails in society.

• A case officer is nominated for a particular case that works
on all side of the case and prepares the case for trials in court
in assistance with prosecution officer.

• The case officer prepares document regarding the case,
mentioning court proceedings, orders and directions of the
court and action taken on the same.

• Prepare a dossier on criminal facts and figures having details
like name, contact information, address, relatives'
information, history sheet, charge sheet copies, figure prints,
photographs, a note of the modus operandi of the criminal,
his area of operation, details of hideouts and possible
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sheltering places, details of those who have furnished bail
for him or his associates and etc.

• All summons, warrants regarding the case are to be executed
and witness are made to appear on time in proceedings. Case
officer himself has to be present and cooperate with court
proceedings and works.

• Case officerwill ensure in coordination with prosecution team
that correct facts and evidences are being presented before
the court and case will lead to conviction.

• Needful briefing is done to all witnesses appearing before
the court.

• FSL/FPB reports are to be presented if required with all
urgency and brought to the notice of SP if these reports are
late.

• All possible steps to ensure proper protection to witnesses
has to be taken and courts should be informed of any
influence on the case.

• Case office himself will present to the court through
prosecution all criminal records and his/ her activities so as
to ensure bail is not granted to criminal and will make effort
to invoke section 75,401 and 402 of IPC against the criminal.

• Initiate the preventive action against the criminal, if required
under the Cr.P.c., NSA etc

• SHO will be briefed by the Case Officer regarding the
proceedings and developments of case who in turn will brief
senior officer on the same. SHO will be in contact with
prosecution team, executive magistrate and concern officer
and will be present in trials of such case on need basis.

• SP and Additional SPwill monitor the case at their own level
and ensure that every month at least one meeting should take
place to discuss the progress and development of the
respective case officer scheme in the area and will provide
required directions and order for the same. At the same time
will coordinate with collector, district and session judge and
other officer for needful action. SP will try to ensure that a
case officer handles maximum two cases at a time.
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SP will take action against respective Case officer in any
laxity.

Results achieved

•

• Quality of Investigation has improved substantially as every
bit of information regarding criminal is recorded and
henceforth all case officer to give optimum.

• From the beginning of the scheme (September 2004) till
September 30th 2008, altogether 5389 cases were selected in
this scheme all over the state. The incidents of witnesses
turning hostile during trial have significantly reduced.
The new cases against professional criminals and sensational
cases put up in the court expeditiously.
The prosecutors are better prepared to present the cases in
the courts due to regular interaction with the case officers.

•

•

• Prompt service of summons and warrants issued in these
cases and timely production exhibits and their examination
reports due to close monitoring by case officers and their
supervisors.
The trials of the case in the courts have been speeded up.
Disposal rate of cases taken up under this scheme is 39.6%
against the national average of only 16.7%.
Professional and hardcore criminals find it difficult to get
bails.
Perceptible improvement in conviction rate has resulted -
72.8%against the general conviction percentage of 42.8%. [101
The sentences awarded in the cases selected under this
scheme have been found to be stiffer.

•

•

•

•

Sustainability
The time period of more than 10 years of its operations, the
tangible gains and the wider application of the scheme to larger'
number of cases prove that this scheme is absolutely sustainable.
This is a totally cost effective practice as no extra expenditure is
required either by the police or citizen. It is a best practice which
is based on better utilization of existing resources and assigning
specific responsibility to the identified police officers.Speedy trials
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and quick award of punishment to the criminal improves police
image on the one hand and provided relief to the victim which
is natural to create an atmosphere of friendliness among police
and people. '

Lessons learnt
• Investigating officers do not let witnesses turn hostile due to

allurements or intimidation.
• It is possible to speed up under trial cases, reducing the

possibility of the witnesses turning hostile and improving
conviction rates. All these result in deterrence on crimes and
control on criminals. It also provides relief to the victim of
crime when they see that the wrong doer who perpetrated
atrocities are being quickly brought to book.

• One to one handling of pending cases leads to speedy
disposal of cases, improvements in the conviction rate and
reducing the hostility of witnesses.

Scope for Replication
A large number of professional, repeat hardcore criminals are
arrested by various police stations all over the state from time to
time. However, no track is kept of these criminals once they are
sent to judicial custody and they are able to secure bail and
continue with their activities thereafter. Such criminals are not
too many and it should not be difficult for the district police to
monitor the progress of the cases pending against such criminals
and oppose bail whenever such an application is made by the
accused in the court. Detailed criminal records of such accused
p~rsons is seldom put up before the court during arguments for
the bail, with the result that the court is not fully aware of his
past activities and even if the court does not want to give bail in
the absence of relevant material, has no option but to release the
accused on bail. Hence a practice of Case bfficer Scheme was
brought and it gave good results. The results achieved and
sustainable nature of this practice equipped with tangible gains
creates space for its application to other states also.

REFRENCES:
9. Evaluation of New Initiatives of Rajasthan Police, 2008,ORG Center

for Social Research.
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II
RESPECT WOMEN

About the Practice
A gender sensitization and community policing initiative of Kota
City Police. An initiative of kota city police, to work closely with
youth from various walks of life. To secure public participation
to combat and prevent crime against women. It is believed that
a general disrespect towards women is the main cause of crime
against women, which justifies to negate and belittle her presence
as a mere woman.

This disrespect manifests itself in foeticide, infanticide, denial
of education, child marriage, and restrictions on choosing partner
of choice, forced and painful widowhood and dowry deaths to
top it all. "Respect Women" aims at instilling a sense of security,
self-belief and dignity among women

Inculcating a sense of respect for women among various
sections of society, particularly the youth. The program was
visualized in a conference of women from all fields at PS
Mahaveernagar, on International Women's Day on 8th March
2011.

There was a huge demand for police intervention to create
awareness in the society to stop crime against women.It was
emphasized that a change of social mindset was needed to make
the society respect women and thus reduce the incidences of crime
against women.

Women particularly the youth volunteered help in this
initiative, and simultaneously another meeting was called to
discuss modalities of the project. Itwas decided to implement on
a pilot basis in Circle IV kota city, under the close supervision of
e.o. Chandrasheel, RPS

Respect Women
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Situation before the practice:
• Largely a neglected domain of police activity. Low on policing

priorities. Domestic violence and eve-teasing (street
harassment) are not considered to be serious crimes. A casual
attitude of police personnel, social stigma, reluctance of
women to complain, mistrust of police etc.

• The program was visualized in a conference'of women from
all fields at PS Mahaveernagar, on International Women's
Day on 8th March 2011.

• There was a huge demand for police intervention to create
awareness in the society to stop crime against women. Itwas
emphasized that a change of social mindset was needed to
make the society respect women and thus reduce the
incidences of crime against women. Moreover, Kota being
an education hub and coaching capital of India, thousands
of girls come to Kota every year for Engineering and Medical
coaching and it is the responsibility of the people and police
alike to ensure their
wellbeing and secu
rity.
Women particularly
the youth volunteered
help in this initiative,
and simultaneously a
meeting was called to
discuss modalities of
the project

•

• It was decided to be
implemented on a
pilot basis in the four
police stations of
Circle IV Kota city,
under the close
supervision of Deputy
Supdt. of Police
Chandrasheel, RPS.
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Human chains and signature campaigns
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Encounters and challenges faced by the innovators
• Resistance from police officers, they consider it an extra

burden, besides their routine work.
• Tendency to be aloof from common men, particularly the

youth. Lower level police functionaries find it easier to engage
with various pressure groups, CLG, peace committees etc.

• Soft skills are still not appreciated by the police personnel.
Lack of training, vision, clarity of organisational goals etc.

• Crime against women unless it is a serious physical crime
like rape, is treated as petty offence. Most of the lower level
functionaries represent the social bias against women.
Anything like equality of women is beyond most of the police
officers. Inability of many of the police personnel to
comprehend the concept of dignified treatment of women is
the biggest drawback. Many refuse to treat domestic violence
as a serious crime against women.

• Work related stress, pressure from various groups, paucity
of human and
material resou
rces etc. are
major hin
drance.

• Most of the
police officers
are interested
in short term
results and lack
a sense of
social commit
ment which is a
prerequisite for
the success of
the program.

Rallies and Signature campaigns



Strategy adopted
The program aimed at striving to change the social mindset with
the help of the youth as well as to win the confidence of people
at large by addressing the problems related to women in an
effective and timely manner.
• "Respect Women" is a program which aims at changing the

social mindset of wanton disrespect towards women in
general, which is largely responsible for crime against women.

•• It involves associating the youth committed to their social
responsibilities in the task of spreading social awareness.

• It envisages a symbiolic relationship between the society and
police, and solicits the support of the energetic youth to
change the social mindset.

• Itenvisages a complete absence of the element of fear of police
among women and purports to a relationship based on
mutual trust and understanding.

• "Respect Women" Team
The program was initiated with a dedicated and committed
team of youth representing various sections of the society.
The members were drawn from such diverse groups as the
youth clubs, collegesand coaching students, teachers, doctors,
journalists, radio jockeys etc. NGOs and women's
organizations such as JeI surabhi and Innerwheel etc were
also adequately represented

• Launch of the program
The program was launched on 17th July 2011 , through a
poster campaign in presence of SP kota city, all senior police
officers and members of the group "Respect Women". More
than 10;000posters and banners were prominently displayed
throughout the city. Finally, a program was chalked out after
discussion and was sought to be implemented in a phased
manner ..

• Three .Broad levels of the program
Itwas decided in the meeting of the team "Respect Women"
that the program would function on three broad levels,
namely:
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1. Spreading Awareness about "Respect W<?l!len"
2. Prevention of crime against women through

community assistance
3. Punitive and corrective action by police

Launch of "Respect Women" with poster campaign

Results achieved
Spreading Awareness about "Respect Women". The first level of
the program required that people, particularly the youth, be made
aware of the aims and objectives of the program and their
enthusiastic participation could be ensured. Accordingly, in the
first phase, it was decided to spread awareness through poster
campaign. In pursuance of this, about 10.000posters, banners and
hoardings, containing dos and don'ts to counter eve-teasing,
slogans professing dignity ofwomen and police helpline numbers
were displayed all over the city including the schools, colleges,
hostels, bus-stands, railway station, shopping malls, coaching
institutions etc. The most remarkable thing about this phase was
that the team-members contributed money voluntarily for
procuring the material needed for this phase.

In the second phase, a signature campaign was planned to
be conducted at important places of the city. Huge banners
displaying oaths for dignity of women were to be placed for
signatures of common people. Further, human chains were to be
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formed to show solidarity with women as well as oaths to be
taken for the same.

Many events were organized for ensuring community
participation in the second phase of "Respect Women".

• Signature campaigns at Railway Station, Chaupati
Bazaar and near the City Mall, Kota

• Human chains were formed to display solidarity with
women all over the city.

• Oaths were taken for" Respect Women" at various
places of the City.

• A 1.7 km Historic Run was organized on 6th August
2011 for creating awareness among people about
Women Issues and enlist their support for the
campaign. About 7,000 people from all walks of life
participated in the Run from Keshavpura to Talwandi.
The participants included students, teachers,
professionals, army personnel, policemen, members of
NGOs and women organizations, media etc. The huge
turnout was spontaneous. The students and other
participants particularly the women brought large
number of placards and banners displaying slogans
professing dignity of women.
In the third phase, conferences, seminars, workshops,
skits, dance-drama, plays, street plays painting
competitions, essay and debate competitions were
planned to involve the youth and intelligentsia and take
the message to the society at large.

• Academic Interface of "Respect Women"
It was initiated in the third phase to involve the teachers,

parents and students actively in the campaign. This phase aimed
to create trainers and future leaders of the society by interacting
with students and intelligentsia.

The aim was to create thousands of dedicated and committed
young trainers of the societywho empathize with women's plight,
help in their empowerment and thereby prevent occurrence of
crimes against them.
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The aim was to create a bold and confident new generation
of women and men who respect women's equality. It also aimed
at generating serious debate on women issues among students,
their parents and intelligentsia at large.

Through innovative skits and dance dramas students took
the message of women empowerment to masses. Debates were
organized and seminars conducted. Two phases of academic
interface involved around 50 schools and 5000 students. More
than 20 schools and collegesvisited by the Dy SP and the "Respect
Women" team.

International Women's Day celebration March 8th 2012
On March 8th 2012 the group "Respect Women" celebrated its
first year on International Women's Day. Youth and women from
all fields participated in the event to celebrate womanhood. Quiz
competition for public on women issues was organized and prized
distributed.

Women from various fields assemble todeliberate
on preventing crime against women.
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Deliberations on International Women's day at PS Mahaveernagar

• Seminar on Women Rights on International Human Rights
day on io- December 2011

On the International Human rights Day a Seminar on Women
Right's was conducted by the team. "Respect Women" in the
Medical college auditorium attended by about 500 medical
students and faculty members. Women students voiced their
problems and likely solutions were deliberated.

• Seminar on Women Empowerment in Post Independence
India

It was organized by Government Medical College, Kota &
Kota City Police through
. "Respect Women" on March 17th 2012.About 600members
from the intelligentsia attended the one day seminar and open
house discussion in the medical college auditorium. Roles of
the various stakeholders in the wellbeing of women were
discussed and solutions were put forward.
It was attended by the vice chancellor RTU, vice chancellor
VMOU, Mayor kota, IG range kota, SP kota city, Principal
medical college, NGOs, Women's organizations, Police
officers and renowned people from all fields.
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• Prevention of crime against women through community
assistance
This was contemplated as one level up from the awareness
phase and accordingly community involvement in true spirit
was emphasized. To ensure community participation to the
fullest, it was required to reach the community with utmost
sincerity.
To ensure implementation of the campaign at the police
station level, sensitization of the police personnel was
monitored closely.The duty officers at the police stations and
the police control room were briefed regularly about their
roles and duties while dealing with women complainants.
Supervision of the police helpline was done at the highest
level by the Superintendent of Police. Complaints could be
made through phone calls, SMS or Emails. All complaints
received on the helpline numbers were accorded highest
priority and were disposed off in timely manner. Anonymity
of the complainants were ensured. The help line nos. were
propagated through posters, media, students, working
women and NGOs. Road shows on police helpline were held
to popularize it.
Deployment of women police officers in civil clothes near
coaching institutions and market place helped reduce the
cases of eve-teasing to a great extent.
Counselling of girl students and working women by lady
police officerswas received well by people. Girl students were
able to relate to these lady officers and shared their problems.
Hesitation of women in corning to the police stations was
overcome to a great extent by reaching their doorsteps.
More than 300 Flex boards displaying dos' and don'ts and
police helpline details were displayed on coaching institutes,
major road junctions, bus stand, railway station, shopping
malls, academic institutions , hostels and mess to take the
message of "Respect Women" to common people.

•

•

•

•

•
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Academic Interface of "Respect Women"

• Pocket cards containing help line numbers, dos and don'ts to
counter eve teasing, legal remedies available to women and
police help line numbers, SMSnumbers and email addresses
were distributed among women of all sections by the
members of the team "Respect Women." Distribution of
Pocket Cards was aimed at sensitizing the women about their
legal rights ins-a-ins police and society and introduce them
to all available assistance from police. About 20,000 cards
distributed among students and working women in 6months.

• Street plays (nukkad natak) on women issues were performed
taking assistance of theatre groups, to take the message across
the common people.

• Reaching out to deprived and weaker sections of women
through youth clubs, NGOs and police personnel. Thiswould
involve a major role of beat constables in their beats. This
meant one step forward in taking the policing to the doorsteps
of the deprived sections of the women.

• Taking women cells of police stations to the community with
help of NGOs and media. Problems were sought to be
addressed there and then itself.

• Taking assistance from radio and local TV channels
particularly the FMwhich is hugely popular among students.
It helped to take the message across.

• Punitive and corrective action by police
Efforts on spreading awareness and soliciting community
assistance in dealing with crime against women, could give
positive result only if these are supported by effective and
timely police action. The "Respect Women" program duly
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emphasized the importance of proper legal action by police
to instil confidence in people in an atmosphere of mutual
trust as well as to bolster the police image.

• Addressing the issue of police assistance to students and
women through helpline in a timely and sensitive manner.
This implied that the Helpline and Policecontrol room played
their role effectively in passing on every information related
to crime against women promptly to the concerned police
stations and ensured its compliance. Any delay or negligence
would be reported adequately to the supervising officers.

• This involved sensitization training of the Helpline, control
room and police station personnel and close supervision of
the police personnel at police stations. Such complaints
needed to be given foremost priority.

• Making Beat level officers responsible for their areas of
jurisdiction helped link the grass-root level police officerswith
the campaign and ensured their active participation in
redressal of common complaints such as eve teasing,
unwanted calls and stalking etc.

• Ensuring that women are not called at the police stations
during enquiry of their complaints.

• Ensuring that their complaints were kept anonymous.
• Ensuring that the complaints were disposed of promptly.
• Counselling of delinquent minor coaching students found

guilty of crimes like eve teasing (such as lewd remarks and
unwanted calls) and their parents by senior police officers.

• In case of a complaint of eve teasing, timely and pro active
response of police is to be ensured. Identification of the
culprits by their mobile numbers, vehicle numbers etc was
done promptly.

Short term outcomes:
• At least 150complaints related to various kind of harassment

by women received on the helpline number.
• On an average one complaint received daily on the office

number or mobile.
• Action ensured in most cases, due to close supervision of

DSP and SP.
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Sustainability
"Respect Women" as a community policing initiative of Kota
City Police and Youth of Kota in their quest to secure public
participation to combat and prevent crime against women, was
based on the premise that dignified treatment of women was the
basic requirement for prevention and control of crime against
women. Accordingly, it aimed to spread awareness to change the
social mindset as well as to create an atmosphere of mutual trust
to ensure community participation to provide a safe and secure
environment to women of Kota. The emphasis of the program
was on ensuring community assistance in creating trust and
bonding in the common cause of fight to take on the Crime against
women. Ithelped the youth and women to identify with the cause
and prepared the police personnel in being pro-active while
dealing with complaints related to wrongs against women. A
timely and effective response to complaints from women was
responsible in bolstering police image as well. The short-term
outcomes of the program were encouraging with overwhelming
community response. This community policing initiative of
KotaCity police aimed not just at providing relief to women but
it helped to improve its image among the public as well. It is
believed that it would go a long way in bridging the gap between
police and public and improve and increase co-operation and
coordination between them in the common cause of a crime free
society.

Lessons learnt
• 'This community policing initiative of Kota City police aimed

not just at providing relief to women but it helped to improve
its image among the public also.

• Respect Women" is a program which aims at changing the
social mindset of wanton disrespect towards women in
general, which are largely responsible for crime against
women.
It envisages a symbiotic relationship between the society and
police, and solicits the support of the energetic youth to
change the social mindset.
It envisages a complete absence of the element of fear ofpolice
among women and purports to a relationship based on

•

•
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mutual trust and understanding.
• Spreading Awareness about "Respect Women" is a successful

model of community policing. Prevention of crime against
women through communityassistance is better and effective
than conventional policin~.

Scope for Replication
It is believed that it would go a long way in bridging the gap
between police and public and improve and increase co-operation
and coordination between them in the common cause of a crime
free society. i

The practice is highly recommended to be oriented in other
cities and towns as its one of the most successful practice of a city
police toward women respect. It got tremendous support,
cooperation and assistance from community. All expenditure was
borne by community and civil society. Moreover it tremendously
improved police image and perception amongyouth.
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II
HEALTH CARE REFORMS FOR

POLICE PERSONNEL AND THEIR
FAMILIES IN RAJASTHAN

About the Practice
Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well
being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. It was
seen that the personnel who joins police services where bound to
suffer some common problems or ailments like stress, obesity,
diabetes, alcoholism, high blood pressure, ulcer, gastritis and so
on. Hence it was decided to study the proposition so that the
resultwill help to improve the situations and conditions of their
operations to avoid such ailments.

The Duration of the project was 2 yrs. And Objectives were
as follows

• To study health status and the factors that influence
health and behavior of the police personnel.
To assess health care facilities and treatment seeking
behavior of police personnel in Rajasthan
To conduct periodic evaluation of level of stress, health
status and prevalence of substance use on random
basis.
To provide preventive and counseling services to police
personnel and their family members.
To develop a work place policy for all police stations
and offices on tobacco (chewing and smoking) and
tobacco free work places

•

•

•

•
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• To establish a dedicated health Resource center and
helpline at the Rajasthan Police Academy For health
related problems.

Situation before the Practice
As we all know that the department of police is an important and
integral part of our society. They constantly interact with that
section of society, which is not behaving according to rules, and
norms laid down. They are under tremendous pressure from all
sections of the society and they work under most unfavourable
conditions.

Studies conducted by various researchers & organisations
regarding the status of health, working environment in the
department of police and its effect on the health of the employees
show that the Police organisations across the world have

• high prevalence of smoking, alcohol consumption and
consumption of other substances along with several
mental symptoms such as anxiety, irritability, sleep
disorders etc.

• work in an environment which is full of negative
energy & stress.

• have to remain on duty all the time as their duty hours
are unpredictable. Because of this, their meal timings
were also irregular.

• Are highly prone to Non Communicable Diseases
(NCDs) like hypertension, cardiac diseases, diabetes etc.

These observations were alarming and directed us to confirm
the findings in Rajasthan police also and explored the possible
remedial measures.

Strategy Adopted
The knowledge gathered through the literature available, forced
us to verify the findings in the Dept. of Police, Rajasthan. Few
studies were conducted for the same.
(I) In2008a study was conducted ByDr. Sunita Nigam, IIHMR,

[aipur titled 1/A study; to Assess the Health Profile of Police
Personnel and their Families". The study was undertaken
to find out the morbidity pattern and to learn the social,
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economic and working environment of police personnel and
its effect on their health and family life. It is also targeted to
know the prevalence of substance abuse. In order to assess
the health Profile of police Personnel a survey of five percent
police force from three police stations was successfully
completed. Interview schedule was the tool used for the
purpose.

(II) In 2009 again a study was conducted by Dr. Lokesh
Chaturvedi, Senior Medical Officer, Rajasthan Police
Academy, Jaipur and Dr. Sunita Nigam, IIHMR, [aipur titled
"A Study to Assess the Health Status, Level of Stress and
its Causes, Quality of Life and Prevalence of Substance use
among Police Personnel of Rajasthan". Aims & objective of
the study is to know .
• General well-being of police personnel
• Physical health status of police personnel
• Mental health status of police personnel
• Quality of life of police personnel
• Prevalence of substance abuse, Hypertension and Stress

among police personnel
• Effect of work related stress on their health.
Following Performa and questionnaires used as a tool for
the study
• General questionnaire
• Performa for health examination
• General Health questionnaire
• WHO QOL BREF
Around 1200 police personnel of the ranks from constable
to Deputy Superintendent of police were selected randomly
for the study.

(III) In 2010 a study was again conducted by Dr. Miss Suman
Kapur, BITSPilani; Dr. Bhupendra Singh, Director, Rajasthan
Police Academy, Jaipur; Dr. Lokesh Chaturvedi, Senior
Medical Officer, Rajasthan Police Academy, [aipur and others
.entitled "Occupation - related health risks: As observed in
police personnel from Rajasthan, India". This study is a
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longitudinal study and still is in process. The study aims to
confirm findings of the previous studies as well as to find
out the magnitude and pattern of occupational health risks
in police personnel of Rajasthan. It is also targeted to know

Different Personalities of police personnel
Prevalence of Depression
Biochemical Status
Prevalence of NCDs
Effect of work related stress on the health of police
personnel of Rajasthan.

First phase was carried out on a group comprising of 1063
individuals selected using a systematic random sampling method. ,
The individuals were surveyed based on a detailed,
questionnaireslike

•
•
•
•
•

• General questionnaire
• Perform a for health examination
• General Health questionnaire
• WHO QOL BREF
• BACK's Depression Inventory
• Presumptive Stressful Life Events Test
• Modsley's Personality Inventory
• Demographic details
Bio-chemical assessment like Fasting blood glucose (F'BG),

total cholesterol (TC)~High Density Lipoprotein (HDL), Low
Density Lipoprotein (LDL) and Triglycerides (TG) were also the
part of the study.

All these studies were conducted to.evaluate health status,
working environment, prevalence of Substance abuse with other
cardio vascular risk factors and finally to evolve policies and
strategies for improving their work efficiency and quality of life,
at the same time making their life smooth, serene and healthy
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Results
Important findings of the studies conducted were as follows

S. Field Results of

No. 2008 2009 2010 2012

1 Demographic profile

• Male 93% 96% 91% ---

• Female 7% 4% 9%
2 Age distribution

• 21-40 yrs. --- 64.5% 66 ---

• 41-60 yrs. 3.5.5% 34

3 Family Structure

• Joint Family 43.0%

• Nuclear family 32.2% --- --- ---

• Extended nuclear family 12.7%

• Living all alone 9.6%
4 Common symptoms of stress

• Decreased Libido 23.0%

• Feeling of Guilt --- 19.1% --- ---

• Decreased Memory 16.4%

• Negative Thoughts 16.2%
5 Common reasons of stress

• Shortage of time to 15.6% 61.8% --- ---
exercise

• Work overload 54.3% 59.9% --- ---

• Irregular mealtime --- 58.3% --- ---

• Inability to fulfil social 13.0% 52.6% --- ---
responsibilities

• Long working hours 54.3% --- --- ---

• Mental 13.7% --- --- ---

• Physical 5.6% --- --- ---
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S. Field Results of
No. 2008 2009 2010 2012

6 Police personnel under stress 87.0% 10.1% --- ---

7 "Quality of Life" as they
perceived

• Not satisfied or indecisive --- 20.8% ---
8 Obese and Over Weight

• as per BMI --- 51.0% 48.9% ---
• As per WHR --- 42.6% 47.0% ---
• As per WC --- --- 40.0% ---

9 Blood Pressure

• ISH or Pre-hypertension --- 44.8% 47.6% ---
• Hypertension --- 21.6% 35.8% ---

• Severe Hypertension --- 3.1% 9.7% ---

10 Diabetes Mellitus

• Pre-Diabetes --- --- 9.0% ---
• Diabetes --- --- 3.0% ---

11 Dyslipidaemias
• S. Cholesterol --- --- 22.5% ---
• Triglyceride --- --- 40.6% ---
• HDL --- --- 46.1% ---

• LDL --- --- 48.0% ---
12 Multiple Metabolic Syndrome

• Three Markers Raised --- --- 5.0% ---
• Four Markers Raised --- --- 2.9% ---

• All Five Markers Raised --- --- 1.5% ---
13 Substance Abuse

• Alcohol Users --- --- 10.0% ---

• Tobacco chewers --- --- 13.0% ---

• Smokers --- --- 16.0% ---

14 Dissatisfactory mess --- --- --- 50.0%
Management
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These results clearly depicts that there is high prevalence of
obesity, Diabetes, Hypertension, Non Communicable Diseases,
substance abuse, Multiple Metabolic Syndrome, Other risk factors
etc. We also came to know that they worked under stress, their
quality of life was unsatisfactory, & different reasons responsible
for their abnormal health were work overload, shortage of time
to exercise, Irregular meal timings, Inability to fulfil social
responsibilities etc.

Programme Implemented
These results forced us to implement some health interventions
for better health of police personnel of Rajasthan. The health
interventions which were organized are as follows:
(i) Active for Life.
This programme was organized at Rajasthan Police Academy,
[aipur and aimed to improve health of employees of RPA. Key
activity of the programme is life style modification. The
programme was implemented under the guidance of American
Cancer society. .
(ii) Tobacco free work place policy.
This programme was initiated for the employee of Rajasthan police
Academy, [aipur with the aim of helping them to quit tobacco
(used in any form). Survey of the employees consuming tobacco
was done. "Fresh start programme" was run under the guidance
of Dr. Rakesh Gupta, American Cancer Society. "Tobacco
Cessation Clinic" was established for the counselling and
medicinal help of employees who feel difficulty in quitting the
habit. Finally on "No Tobacco Day" i.e. on 31't May, 2008, the
Rajasthan police Academy, [aipur was declared as "Tobacco Free
Zone". The same strategy was replicated at all the Police Training
Schools & Police Commissionerate, [aipur, Rajasthan.
(iii) "Health Care Reform for Police Personnel and their families
in Rajasthan" a project
The favourable results of these activities tempted us to work on
larger platform. To accomplish our aim this project funded by
'Indian Council of Medical Research, New Delhi was launched on
13th May, 2011. The Duration of the project was 2 yrs. And
Objectives were as follows
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• To study health status and the factors that influence health
and behavior of the police personnel.

• To assess health care facilities and treatment seeking behavior
of police personnel in Rajasthan

• To conduct periodic evaluation of level of stress, health status
and prevalence of substance use on random basis.

• To provide preventive and counseling services to police
personnel and their family members.

• To develop a work place policy for all police stations and
offices on tobacco (chewing and smoking) and tobacco free
work places

• To establish a dedicated health Resource center and help line
at the Rajasthan Police Academy For health related problems.

STUDY DESIGN
The project has two components:

Health Resource Centre

The Health Resource Center was established to develop health
system in the department of police, Rajasthan for improvement
in quality of life. The center has framed and conducted health
related studies. These studies have provided some critical inputs
for planning and development of health care programs for better
health with physical and mental fitness of the police personnel.
The centre was also working to develop health related IEC
material and monitored the different programme and activities
of the project.

Helpline

The Helpline was established to provide information and
counseling regarding health problems of police personnel such
as quitting Substance Abuse, Handling Stress, Handling Obesity,
hypertension,cardio vascular conditions, referrals in chronic illness
etc.

Health care reformsfor Police Personnel and theirfamilies in Raj.
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(iv) Swasth Police : Ek Pahal
Results of the studies conducted and information gathered
through Health Helpline were sufficient to motivate us for
launching a health programme and with the aim of making our
police personnel healthy physically as well as mentally; this
programme was launched in 8 districts of Rajasthan. Programme
was run under the project "Health Care Reform for Police
Personnel and their families in Rajasthan". Basic principle of
the programme is modification of life style and to achieve the
goals, the activities involved were
• Periodic Health Check-up
• Yoga & Exercise
• Stress Management
• De-addiction programme
• Improvement in the Mess Management

• lEC
(iv) Project: "Swasth Police Ek Pahal: An Intervention for Police
Personnel and their families in the State of Rajasthan"
As we all know that the behaviour change programme needs time
and time available for Swasth Police: Ek Pahal programme was
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insufficient hence to maintain the continuity of the programme
one more project is submitted to Indian Council of Medical
Research, New Delhi for funding. The objectives of the project
are:
• To make Rajasthan police ahealthy police.
• To assess existing health care facilities available for police

personnel in Rajasthan.
• To evaluate treatment seeking behaviour of police personnel

from 7 police ranges of Rajasthan.
• To asses impact of working environment/pattern on health

of police personnel of Rajasthan.
• To compare present dietary habits of police personnel with

recommended healthy dietary habits.

Encounters and Challenges faced
• Size & Geographical Spread of the Department
• Tendency of Concealing facts by the employeebecause of fear

of change in place of posting
• Faced difficulty in approaching randomly selected subjects

as they were assigned field duties
• As policing is the main job, not the health, the district

authorities didn't co-operate in the implementation of the
programme.

• The department is lacking in the human resources and other
equipments which were specifically required for studies,
Interventions, & project.

• No Budget provision in the department for health activities
• Departmental transfers of the nodal officer specially

nominated and trained for the purpose.

Sustainability
As we know that sustainability of any programme or project
dependsupon the availability of required funds, human resources
and infrastructure and through the encounters and challenges
described above, it is apparent that we were unable to maintain
them. Hence we were inadequate to sustain the programme.
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Lessons learnt
Through the results of different studies conducted, we learn that
there is an acute need of running different health programmes
on a larger platform. Health programmes which should be started
are:

"J •

• De-addiction
• Stress management
• Yoga, Meditation and exercise
• NeD control
• Improvisation of health facility presently available
• Improvisation of mess management
• Proper monitoring of these activities

Through challenges faced, we also learn that behavior
changing programme and improvisation of available resources
needs time, trained men power and infra-structure. Without funds,
it is very difficult to make them available continuously.

Scope for Replication
The results of previous studies, studies conducted by Rajasthan
Police Academy, Jaipur (with BITSPilani and IIHMR, Jaipur)and
the experiences gathered from the projects and programme
implemented, strongly recommends that all these activities should
be replicated in all the states of India to know their present status
of health, addiction and working condition.

In Rajasthan there should be one well equipped "Health
Resource center and Helpline" with its satellite centers at all police
districts.
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II
BEAT SYSTEM AND EMPOWERMENT

OF CONSTABULARY

About the Practice

In police terminology, a beat is the territory and time that a police
officer patrols. Beat policing is based on traditional policing (late
19th century) and utilises the close relationship with the
community members within the assigned Beat to strengthen police
effectiveness and encourage cooperative efforts to make a safer
community. Beat police typically patrol on foot or bicycle which
provides more interaction between police and community
members. Before the advent of personal radio communications
beats were organised in towns and cities to cover specific areas
usually shown on a map in the police station and given some
sort of name or number. Officers reporting on duty would be
allocated a beat by their sergeant and sometimes given a card
indicating that the officer should be at a particular point at set
times, usually half an hour, or forty-five minutes apart. The points
would usually be telephone kiosks, police pillars or boxes, or
perhaps public houses where it would be possible to phone the
officer should he be needed to respond to an incident. The officer
would remain at the point for five minutes and then patrol the
area gradually making his way to the next point. Beats in town
centres would be relatively small areas but in the suburbs much
larger. A shortfall in manpower would mean that one or more
beats would be left unpatrolled at the discretion of the duty
sergeant. Sometime during an officer's shift he could expect a
supervisory officer to meet him at one of the points. This ensured
the beat patrol was being correctly carried out, and was an
opportunity to discuss problems. The supervisory officer would
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sign the constable's pocket book ensuring that it was up to date.
It was expected that a constable would learn all about each beat
he covered, even though they would not necessarily be the same
one each shift. A new constable would usually be shown around
the beats by an experienced constable who would point out
important considerations. These would include vulnerable
premises such as banks and post offices, perhaps showing the
officer where a peephole would give a view of a safe. A constable
was expected to learn where known criminals resided or resorted
and which public houses might be the source of problems or
keeping late hours. The same principles extended to beats
patrolled on bicycles or in motor vehicles. Even with radio
communication the patrol vehicle would be expected to visit and
remain at certain points at particular times, enabling supervisors
to meet up with the patrolling officer, or to give a visible police
presence at times when this was deemed particularly needed.
Missing a point without good reason was regarded very seriously
and was often the cause of disciplinary action against an officer.

The beat system, which was earlier functional only on paper,
was re-structured by giving charge of small beats to constables
and delegating to them powers to conduct all types of enquires,
verifications and the general management of the beat. It also makes
them more accountable for all the police related matters in their
respective beats. The constables, who were made in-charge of the
beats, were given powers to enquire into all types of complaints
and do all verifications. They were made responsible for all police
related activities of their beats including collection of criminal
intelligence and dispute resolution. Empowerment of constables
has motivated them, and facilitated optimum utilization of the
police force.

This scheme has a tremendous potential for helping the
police in bringing about a quantum jump in its performance level
in different areas including those of investigation and maintenance
of public order. A large number of offences are committed by
outsiders who come and live in urban areas as tenants, servants,
vendors, etc. The lack of timely information about them allows
them to carryon their nefarious activities with impunity.I'"

The beat system, which was earlier functional only on paper,
was re-structured by giving charge of small beats to constables
and delegating to them powers to conduct all types of inquires
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verifications and the general management of the beat. It also makes
them more accountable for all the police related matters in their
respective beats. The constables, who were made in-charge of the
beats, were given powers to enquire into all types of complaints
and do all verifications. They were made responsible for all police
related activities of their beats including collection of criminal
intelligence and dispute resolution. Empowerment of constables
has motivated them, and facilitated optimum utilization of the
police force.

This scheme has a tremendous potential for helping the
police in bringing about a quantum jump in its performance level
in different areas including those of investigation and maintenance
of public order. A large number of offences are committed by
outsiders who come and live in urban areas as tenants, servants,
vendors, etc. The lack of timely information about them allows
them to carryon their nefarious activities with impunity.

The main aim of this decentralized beat system is that the
beat constables should personally know as many people of the
beat as possible. They, in this way, are able to identify known
and potential criminal elements and also the community members
at large. Once a rapport is built with the public, information starts
flowing in. The implementation of this system has resulted in
better capacity utilization and considerably improved the
efficiency level of this large chunk of the police force. This
decentralized beat
system, with near
total delega tion of
all policing powers
to beat constables is
common in the
police forces of
developedcountries,
but rarely seen in
India. Such a
system is a
prerequisite for a
successful commu
nity policing pro
gramme. (Beat Map with Colour Coding of Suspicious

Houses)[121
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Situation before the practice
A large number of offences are committed by outsiders who come
and live on the city of operation as tenants, servants, businessmen
etc. but a lack of knowledge about them allows them to carryon
their nefarious activities with impunity. Some hotels are a frequent
haunt of such criminals. Similarly many vehicle workshops deal
in stolen vehicles and refurbish them for further sale. Recidivists
are a major problem as more often they keep changin.g their
location. Many a time track of such criminals after they are
released form prison on bail otherwise. These are a few examples,
of instances, where lack of knowledge of the area of jurisdiction
of the police station, Out Post or Beat results in lack of prevention
of crime and also increases the number of undetected cases.
• Beat System in Rajasthan Police is not a new phenomena but

from Year 2007 it gained special momentum as 2007 was
declared 'Year of Constables' by the then OGP.

• Before this beat constables though were functional but where
de motivated and irresponsible to their duty. The status and
esteem of constables happened to be quite low.

• Beat constable hardly had power to conduct inquiries, making
verification and improve general management of the beat.

• People of the area hardly knew about their beat officer and
beat constable. They did not have their number and contact
details.

• Beat book was like any other affair with hardly any useful
information about the area.

• Information being given by public to beat office was hardly
kept a secret as structural deficiency existed in securing the
information.

• Beat constable was not seen as a unit of police station.

Encounters and challenges
• To give beat system a new paradigm shift in Rajasthan Police

was a difficult job due attitudinal and structural deficiencies.
• Even some rank in the police establishment was against its

revival as it amounted to delegation of responsibilities to beat
constables and beat officer.
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• Resource crunch was all impeding factor in empowerment
of constabulary as communication equipments and physical
space for beat system was a challenge.

• Even to orient beat constables and beat officer to this
empowerment was a challenge.

Strategy adopted
• Age old police beat system was restructured and re- designed

into small, compact, congenial beat the beat constables was
empowered to conduct all types of inquires, making
verifications and improve the general management of his beat.

• He is made more accountable on one hand and has been
assigned responsible duties of intelligence collection, dispute
resolution and be honourable and respectful representative
of the local police station.

• For the convenience of the citizenry, on prominent and visible
sites the name of the beat constables with his contact number
has been displayed along with the name of the SHO and his
contact numbers.

• Beat book has been amended to include more details about
the area and entries are marked with all diligence and
responsibilities by the beat constable.

• The area of a police station was demarcated into beats,
depending not only upon the size, but also upon crime and
criminal vulnerability, and appropriate numbers of constables
of allotted to each beat. In rural areas, it could be one
constable and in the urban areas two constables per beat.
They should go into their beat area not, as often as possible,
but as per a pre- deigned system. Days of the week/fortnight
could be fixed on which the constables of a particular beat
will go into their area. Only in exceptional circumstances
should there be a deviation from this system. SHO's, CO's
&Ss'Pshould at regular intervals monitor the implementation
of the system and see that the constables are achieving the
purpose behind the system.

• The main aim of the constables should be to personally know
as many people of the beat as possible.· They will, in this
way, be able to identify known and potential criminal
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elements and also the people of the community at large. Once
a rapport is built upon with the public, information will start
following in and the utilisation level and thus the efficiency
level of this large chunk of our Force will go much higher.

• Knowledge of the beat area will help in the correct and
successful conclusions of the investigation of the cases,
needless to say that a properly monitored and executed beat
system has multiple uses.

• Range IG during the course of their meetings with district
SP should ensure that all districts in their jurisdiction have
a functional beat system and instructions issued on the subject
from time to time are implemented in letter and spirit. It
should not remain a paper exercise and the objectives sought
to be accomplished should be fully achieved.

• Registers of beat constables are maintained on various
parameters like systematic entry in the records of matters
relating to crime, criminals caught, summons, and warrants
served by beat constables, and other relevant information
about their beats.
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"To motivate our beat
constables and generate
a sense of healthy
competition and put
forth role models, the
best beat constable is
selected every month
and his photograph and
achievements are
displayed on the notice
board in front of the
police station" - Police
Officer, Asind police
station, Bhilwara.'!"

Results achieved

• Ease in getting
information that is
otherwise not easily
available to Police
" ...since beat constable is the lowest level in the hierarchy
having an opportunity of direct contact with the community,
they develop good rapport with people in their area and
develop key informants who keep them updated with any
suspicious activity or person in advance" - SHO,Merta Road
police station, Nagaur.

(Wall-painting bearing the information of Beat Constable)
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" ... since contact details of the beat constables are readily
available through walls-writings/broads, it is very convenient
for us to call our respective beat constables for providing any
information or reporting any problem" - FGD, Asind police
station, Bhilwara

• Enhanced sense of ownership and responsibility among
constables
" ...now our confidence level is much higher since we feel
that we have our own area to work in and concentrate ...we
know that the responsibility we take would earn rewards for
us and for the entire police station if we perform well...we
now have our own desk in the police station" - Beat
constables, BajajNagar police station, [aipur
" ... through beat system, human resources is now being fully
utilized ... the revised scheme has also increased the morale
and enthusiasm of beat constables making them feel more
responsible" - SHO, Makrana police station, Nagour

• Increase in trust for police among the community
"...people relate better with the police ever since this beat
constable scheme was implemented in a new manner. We
are now aware about the beat constable of our area ... there
is mutual trust between people and the beat constable" -
FGD, Shyam Nagar police station, Jaipur
" ...we now are given the responsibility of the entire beat,
and we have full knowledge of our beat area, this has resulted
in developing a bond between the beat constable and the
people" - Beat constables, Kotwali Nagour police station,
Nagour
" ...beat constable scheme has been a success because now
these constables have won the trust of the public, and are
able to relate to the people and deal with their problems
better" - Police officers, Merta Road police station, Nagour.

• Improvement in the efficiency of working of police
" ...after improvement in the beat scheme, it has become very
successful. ..people now promptly inform the beat constables
about any issue or suspicious person, this has really helped
in improving the efficiency in police working" - SHO,
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Jahazpur police station, Bhilwara" ... people now cooperate
with the beat constables and this has helped in improvement
of their work" - FGD, Mansarovar police station, [aipur

• Improved accessibility of the police to the community
"...beat constable scheme has improved our access to police
since beat constable's contact details are available on the walls
in the street corners of the area ... and also they are easily
reachable even when they are doing patrolling in their area"
- FGD Makrana police station, Nagaur.t'"

Sustainability
• It is one of those police practices which are in existence with

the emergence of police system. The innovative
transformation done by Rajasthan Police is successfully
running for last one decade.

• This is a totally cost effective best practice wherein no
expenditure is required to be incurred either by the police or
the community because this practice is based on behavioural
and human parameters which ultimately aim at bringing
about friendliness among police and people. Some of the
reasons for its sustainability:

• Appointment of responsible constables at the beat level
" ...beat constable scheme is successful not only because of
reforms in the working of police, but also because responsible
constables have been given this duty" - FGD Bajaj Nagar
police station, [aipur
" ... responsibility of a beat is not a small thing, and we have
ensured that responsible constables are appointed for this job"
- Police officers, Hamir Garh police station, Bhilwara.

• Easy availability of contact details of the beat constables
" ... the best part of this scheme is that contact details of the
beat constable can be seen easily on the walls and corners of
roads, at key places such as market places, road crossings,
hospitals, etc. Common people do not have to go to the police
station each time for any help, either big or small in nature"
- FGD Merta Road police station, Nagaur.
" ...with the contact details of beat constable on the walls,
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these constables can be readily contacted by the people
whenever required" - SHO, Hamir Garh police station,
Bhilwara
" ...people contact us on mobile as our details are written on
every central place, which makes it easier for them to contact
us ... hence we feel that we should be reimbursed for our
mobile expenses and patrolling expenses also" - Beat
constables, Merta Road police station, Nagaur.

• Opportunity for beat constables to solve disputes locally
" ...beat constable solves local disputes on the spot, and hence
there is no need for the people to go all the way to the police
station" - FGD, Asind police station, Bhilwara. [151

Lessons learnt
• Constabulary should be empowered; they should be given

esteem and recognition for better results.
• Constables for the first time have been given original powers

and responsibilities which enthuse confidence and honour
in the constables and the people who accept him as a
responsible unit of the police station.

• It helped at ease in getting information, increase in trust for
police in community, improvement in efficiencyof police and
improved accessibility of the police.

• Empowerment without accountability and responsibility
however is meaningless and once we empower our lower
ranks we also have to see that they are answerable for crime
in their respective areas.

• Empowerment is about motivation and commitment and
amongst other factors are dependent on degree of satisfaction
with the nature of work, cohesiveness of teams, training and
development, the driving force of mission, shared objectives
and autonomy of work groups, i.e. police stations in decision
making.

• The practice brought degree of satisfaction, involvement of
the constabulary in conduct of enquires, greater interaction
with the communities etc. At the same time, through job
rotation, apart from job satisfaction and team work some
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amount of cohesiveness is built in our police station staff. It
gave new punch line, Aam jan mein vishwas, Apradhio mein
dar.

• The people were encouraged to think of the police as a crucial
resource that they can use to address their concerns and thus
an instrument for their benefit.

Scope for Replication

A beat system effectively executed is perhaps the most effective
means for preventing and detecting offences and also for
developing a good rapport with the public. The latter, in it has
a tremendous potential for helping the police in bringing about
a quantum jump in its performance level in different areas
including those of investigation and maintenance of orders.
Extensive existence and wide coverage of this best practice proves
its replicable nature and trait. It's innovative of the structural
changes and functional parameters and overtones introduced by
Rajasthan Police.

However, to maintain constable's enhanced motivation, there
should be provision of reimbursing their petrol and mobile
expenses, at least a part of it.

REFERENCES:

11, 12,13,14,15Evaluation of New Initiatives of Rajasthan Police,
2008, ORG Center for Social Research.
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II
WOMEN DESK

About the Practice
Women Desks have been established in all the police stations to
deal with the problems of women in a more responsive and
sympathetic manner. Most of these women's desks are also
undertaking dispute resolution with the assistance of CLGs
providing much needed relief to aggrieved women complainants.

-
Traditionally, women in Rajasthan have been hesitant to

speak out their problems before the male dominated society. In
order, to facilitate better reporting of the problems faced by
women and to deal with their complaints more effectively,
women's desks have been set up by Rajasthan Police. 116]

Situation before the practice
• No provision for hearing women complaints.
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• No space to discuss her problems of domestic violence, sexual
harassments or alike.

• No specific staff was dedicated to hear women's complaints.
• A general constable who was not having knowledge of

women's related laws was looking into women's complaints.
Hence redressal of women's complaints was not prompt and
swift.

• In absence of dedicated staff even monitoring in relation to
women's complaint was difficult or nil.

Encounters and challenges faced by the innovators
• Great resistance from within the police machinery to orient

themselves to gender sensitiveness.
• A stigma was attached with women approaching the police

station; it was not welcome move from society and family.
• It's still difficult to get physical space for women's desk at

various police stations.
• The ration 1:2fixed for women's desk is usually not dedicated

for the purpose. They are pulled for other work too, it
depends on SHOo

• Relatively less number of disputes relating to women coming
to most p.olice stations and hence less attention to women's
desk as a scheme

• Lack of women staff for serving on Women's Desk
• Low awareness regarding the existence of the scheme
• Low awareness regarding the importance of the scheme
• Women's Desk practice is a not being monitored by SP/DCP

of the area.
• Often inadequate staff and lack of space in the police stations

force some police stations to combine various roles and
activities undertaken by the police station, including that of
women's desk. Similarly, the women's desk in some police
stations do not have dedicated space for women counselling,
and also some others tasks" - Police officers, Asind police
station, Bhilwara

• Hesitation, lack of awareness and prevalence of illiteracy
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among women reduces the number of women availing the
benefits of this scheme," ...we do not have enough women
police personnel for manning the women's desk. .." - Police
Officers, Mansarovar police station, Jaipur

• "Non-availability of sufficient number of women officers in
police stations lead to hesitation in women to visit police
stations and discuss their problems" - SHO of Bajaj Nagar
police station, [aipur. 117]

Strategy Adopted
• Timely circulars/orders are issued regarding practice.
• Staffs of 1:2 were allotted for the desk.
• The staffwas given training for the purpose.
• Separate complaints register was meant for women's

complaints.

• Counselling session
is being carried out.
for the staff as how
to respond to
women's complaints.

• A data bank of
various service
providers in relation
to women's need is
maintained at
Women's Desk like
hospitals, NGOs, employment etc.

(Women's Desk)[18]

Results Achieved
Women constables and sub-inspectors have been assigned the job
to deal with the complaints of women, "...women's problems are
now dealt with by a woman police officer and a sub-inspector,
which inculcates a feeling of trust among the women" - FGD,
Jahazpur police station, Bhilwara

" ... now women don't feel hesitant to approach police
stations, as women staff is available there" - FGD, Merta Road
police station, Nagour
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" ... deployment of female staff and a sub-inspector has
indicated to women that their complaints would be given due
importance." - Police officers, Mansarovar police station, [aipur

• As per Smt. Rekha, who was suffering at her in-laws
place, when she visited Police Station for the first time
to register her complaint, then staff members gave due
importance to her problem and both the parties were
called for counselling. Both the parties resolved the
issues peacefully. Smt Rekha was satisfied with the
work and behaviour of the police staff -Hamir Carh
police station, Bhilwara'"?

• Physical space for women's complaints was provided
which is very helpful for women coming to Police
Station.

• Maintenance of women's complaints record has been
started.
It has given a positive message to society and in
particular to women.

• Legal empowerment of women is in essence.
• Police is becoming gender sensitive.
• Specific problems of women is being shared and

addressed by dedicated staff.

•

Sustainability
• Increase in the awareness regarding the women's desks in

police stations could help increasing the effectiveness of
women's desk as a scheme. Community participation to
overcome cultural hindrances for women in availing services
from police staff need to be tackled as an overall strategy
and not just confined to women's desk. This practice has
potential to address larger section of society. But it lacks
monitoring, district SPjDCP should do it at its own level,
supervised by PHQ.

• Its dedicated staff should not be deputed for other work.
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Lessons Learnt

• Developing of proper
record is helpful for
various issues
concerning women.

• Police machinery is
now open to accept
women complaints/
grievances.

• To an extent women A Women Police officer interacting with
are responding to the Women from the area.
practice but it's a
limitation in rural areas.

Scope for Replication
It's of course a good
measure of Rajasthan
Police and it does exist in
some or more or less in
every state. But its
limitation if taken into
consideration will help this
practice grow more.

REFERENCES: A meeting in session

17, 18, 19Evaluation of New Initiatives of Rajasthan Police, 2008,
ORG Center for Social Research.
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II
E-POLICING

About the Scheme:
Any modern police force is expected to use current state of
technology available for good policing. During last 20 years
advancement in technology, areas of mobile communication and
internet has affected day to day life in a significant manner.

Modern police force must acknowledge these changes and
adapt itself according to the challenges posed by these changes.
People also expect transparency in police work. They also expect
relevant rules and circulars which govern the police force to be
made available to them. Police also expects co-operation from
public when it comes receiving information about wanted persons
and activities which are suspicious.

In short, as the virtual world has expanded exponentially
there is a need for E-Policing which recognizes vast cyber space
and uses it to its advantage.

RAJASTHAN POLICE HAVE THESE CAPABILITIESAT PRESENT

A police man stops two persons in a car. He finds their behavior suspicious.
He takes out his Android phone and checks for the identity of their vehicle
using the registration number. Within seconds he knows that car is stolen.
He then asks the two to give their mobile numbers, Again he checks the
subscriber identity and that differs from the names the persons have identified
themselves as. He takes photos of these suspects using his Android app which
are transmitted to the police station. He then logs into his police portal and
runs a check on the names and discovers that one of them has two standing
warrants against him. He arrests them. Later, on analyzing the arrested
persons CDR police portal tells him that he is connected with a purchaser
of stolen cars. Further interrogations lead to busting of gang of car thieves.
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Aim:

• To develop an application to have a dynamic interface with
the public.

• To provide a platform for collection of data from field units
and form a base for decision support system.

• To provide benefits of IT to field units for day-to-day policing.

Situation before the Practice:

• Despite, other advance states like Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat taking long strides in
uses of IT in policing, Rajasthan Police did not have access
to any major IT application. At the police station level
CIPA(Common Integrated Police Application) , developed
by NIC and implemented by NCRBat the national level and
SCRB at the state level was made available however, the
project was replaced by CCTNS which is still under
implementation. Thus, for last five years CIPA which is stand
alone application did not provide any data at the state level.
Its further advance was stopped because of CCTNS.

Rajasthan Police website

• Rajasthan Police developed website for public interface but
was static in nature with a limited scope. Individual districts
did not have any standard web interface, few district SPs at
their individual initiative did create some district level
websites which were also static in nature.

E-Policing



Report Template of Warrant/PO/Absconder Report

• All reports collected from police headquarters were
traditional in nature with no scope for drilling down and
verifying data or reaching individual entities behind such
data / report.

• In day-to-day policing use of technology to access national
data bases was very limited and that too at the district
headquarter level. No access was available at police station
or at individual officers' level.

Encounters and challenges faced by Rajasthan Police
• IT infrastructure at the grassroots level remains a challenge.

Till date Rajasthan State wide area network (RAJ-SWAN)is
under implementation. There are not enough funds for
creating independent IT infrastructure nor is there any
specialized cadre of software developers for making a
sophisticated application in-house. Capacity Building and
Change Management also remains huge challenge for any
large scale use of IT in Rajasthan Police.

• There is no doubt that in future as and when CCTNS will
get implemented across the country and it will mature, it
will become flagship IT application of police.

• The challenge was to develop an IT application which would
bring immediate benefits to all stake-holders, including police
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headquarters, district headquarters, police stations, individual
field police officers and public at large without incurring very
large cost and further burdening the field units with
duplication of tasks.

• The challenge was further compounded by lack of capacity
at the field level. Adoption of technology in day to day work
involves resistance from stake holders and Rajasthan Police
is no exception. The challenge of change management right
from the Senior Officers to grass root level remains severe.

Information Seeking Template

,
(

Strategy adopted
• Requested IT department of the state to provide infrastructure

and programming resources. Thus, instead of procuring
expensive data center for police department, common state
data centre infrastructure was utilized for the hosting of
application.

• For connectivity, internet was utilized. BSNL Broadband
connections at the police station level along with data dongles
were used. The limitation of lack of speed and security threats
posed by internet was accepted.

• Instead of developing the complete scope of the project and
formulating a traditional project plan a flexible approach was
adopted. In terms of Software development 'Agile'
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methodology was adopted instead of 'Waterfall' method.
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Updated reports of various practices/initiatives from DGP

•

• Web based Monitoring of key parameters was made part of
formal process of PHQ functioning.

• Standing order of DGP was issued to take care of the
institutional arrangements within the police department. .

• Full support of DOlT&C was requested.
• A mesh of Nodal Officers at all levels was created. The most

important role in implementation of the project was done by
Assistant Nodal Officers at the Police Station level. They were
the constables assigned with the job of "Computer Operator".
These constables had the required skills, attitude and
inclination to enter data at the police station. Similar Assistant
Nodal Officers were appointed at the District and Sub
division level. .

PPT were prepared and uploaded on the portal which gave
a step by step account of steps to be followed. Messages on
the login and post login screens were used to communicate
what was expected of field units. Thus NO FORMAL
TRAINING at the cutting edge level was envisaged.
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An Application for Rajasthan Policemen

• SMSgateway provided by DOlT was used to develop a SMS
communication system. SMS were send to all Nodal and
Assistant Nodal officers whenever a New Template/
Functionality was developed and was ready for Data Entry.
The same system was used to urge those whose Data Entries
were not complete. SMS communication system was found
to be very effective, generating a response from the police
stations across the state, sometimes within minutes of sending
the SMS! SMS were personalized programmatically, and
would normally contain the name of officer to whom they
were sent. Thus Bulk SMSwhich were personalized was-used
as means of communication.
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Application for Rajasthan Common man

• To Develop the Data Entry forms and Reports the task was
entrusted to select Domain experts only ie police officers.
These forms and reports also were deliberately made simple
initially and evolved over time.

• Complete decentralized data collection. Data Forms were to
be filled at the level where data was getting generated;
primarily at the police station and District SP office level.
Thus making the whole process dynamic.
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A Summary of FIR Report District wise
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Results Achieved:
• E-policingefforts have leaded to formation of Rajasthan Police

Portal (RPP), Rajasthan Police Android Apps for policemen
and public (RAJCOP) and other initiatives.

• Rajasthan Police Portal has received more than Fifty Two
Lakh Hits as on 23,March 2014.Thes~hits have accumulated
over last three years. RPP is one of the most visited portal
of Rajasthan Govt.

-----.- ... _- -.., .......

FULL SMS REPORT

• Portal acts as the public interface:
Every day all police stations log into the official section
of it and make relevant entries.
All districts have separate URL and have customized
content. This has ensured ownership at the district
level.
Press Release:While all District SPOffices upload their
daily press releases, they are aggregated at the state
portal along with State level NEWS. Over Nineteen
Thousand press releases have been uploaded on RPP
as on 23, March 2014. Jaipur Commissionarate alone
has released over 1500. RPP thus attracts scribes and
public for official news.
RPP provides Mobile Numbers and Landline Numbers
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right up to the police station level. Thus public can
reach even the beat constable, RPP is unique in this
respect in the country.
Information about members of Community Liasoning
Group (CLG) of Rajasthan Police has been made
available. Total of One Lakh Six Thousand Eight
hundred member's information is uploaded. These
include Thana CLG, Beat CLG, Ward CLG and
Panchayat CLG members. In this respect also RPP is
unique in the country.

District wise FIR Status Report

Another unique distinction of Rajasthan Police Portal
is that it has made available information about all
Standing Warranties, Proclaimed Offenders,
Absconders and History Sheeters of the state to
public. As on 23 March 2014 information about 8579
History Sheeters,55905 standing warranties,3169
Proclaimed Offenders, 5555 Absconders is available.
People can give information about these criminals on
the portal itself.
The most successful drive against SW/POIAbsconders
with the aid of police portal: Criminal record of an
individual is kept at the police station level. In absence
of any data sharing mechanism criminals take
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advantage and usually move out of a particular police
station area where they are. wanted. This makes the
task of apprehending them more tiresome for anyone
police station. When the routine drive against criminals
was launched by PHQ under KARYA YOJNA or
Action Plan to curb crime in the state RPP was to act
as Data sharing platform as well as monitoring
mechanism. Data sharing enabled every police station
in the state to know the criminals living in their area
of jurisdiction. Thus effort made was considerably
reduced leaving no place for criminals to hide. The
mechanism of data sharing has further been refined to
include information about efforts made so far as well
as giving messages between police stations ..
Thus a total of 47007 SW, 1579 PO and 4127
Absconders have been disposed from Janl, 2011.RPP
has enabled drilling down to names of these
individuals which makes police data authentic and
transparent.
Police Portal has also made available all Standing
Orders right from 1952.Thus, the portal has followed
what the RTI Act envisages.
Another Unique feature of the Portal is that it gives
information about vehicles based on their registration
number. It shows the make and model of the.vehicle
as well as whether it is 'stolen or recovered or wanted
by law. Over 36000queries have been made by public
regarding this as on 23, March 2014.1norder to do so
it combines information from two National Databases
viz VAHAN and MVCS.
The portal has second part which is login based and is
used for Official purpose. As part of KARYAYOJNA
Data Base of criminals was to be prepared. RPP has
classified anti social elements into 19different types of
criteria including Land, Liquor, Gambling, Illegal Arms
etc. A total of 79798have been identified as anti social
elements at the Police Station level.
One may view the criminal record against these.
persons. Mark their places of stay, hideout etc. on
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Google map. One can also track action taken against
these individuals.

• Call detail records are now extensively used for detection
work in police. RPP not only provides a mechanism to
analyze these records it also points out a criminal in CDR
if the number has been associated with a anti social element.
To illustrate, if a property offender operating in area "A"
has a number linked to his profile, when CDR analysis is
done by unrelated police station of area "B" when a person
involved in buying stolen property is being probed and
his CDR analysis is done, if there are linkages the application
point out so. This givens a very powerful mechanism to
unearth the inter relationships among criminals.

• RPP also has a module for abridged FIR. As on 23th. March
2014 information about 58343 FIR was available for 2014 and
information was available for previous years for 780599 FIRs.

• One can find out the status of FIR i.e. whether pending
investigation or pending Challan /FR or put up in court.

• RPP has facility to draw crime map on Coogle map. The
pendency of cases is available on line.

• RPP has been used successfully to report on LOR (Law and
order report) required by Election Commission. These
reports use to be cumbersome to collect earlier.

• While a lot of concern has been displayed at various forums
regarding missing persons the exact causes are not known
at the aggregate level, leading to exaggeration or under rating
of the figures involved. RPP has analytical approach to
missing persons and their database has also been developed.

• As a recent initiative pull SMS service has been used for
reporting of incidents at the state level with further escalation
matrix. Recently, a standing order to this effect has also been
issued. RPP also allows I/O wise analyses of cases. It shows
the real burden on 10's verses perceived work and is being
used for accurate work distribution analysis.

• SMS Communication System is now well developed. One
may form groups flexibly as well as use predefined groups.
One may send SMS to all field formations at one click.
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Nineteen column reports of road accidents have also been
made on line. Accident Query generator allows various
factors involved in 19 column reports to be combined and
give relevant data. All road accident data has been put on
Coogle Map. For illustration, one may filter accidents which
are fatal because of overtaking in fog conditions in Districts
of Hanumangarh and Sri Canganagar.

• RPP also gives facility to police men to find out details about
vehicles and mobile numbers. Police men have made 21,321
queries regarding vehicles as on 23th. March 2014.Android
App named RAJCOPhas been developed for Police Men. It
gives facility of search over vehicles, mobile numbers and
uploading photos, videos.

•

• Handy information regarding vehicles and mobile numbers
makes policing more effective.

Android App for Citizens: RA]COP (For Public)
Report crime. Take a photo or video and upload it.
Make a distress call. This app allows control room to track
the location of person in distress.
Tenant and Servant verification
Search for Vehicle information: Whether vehicle is stolen/
wanted.

Make of the vehicle. Most useful in buying second hand

•
•

•
•

vehicles.

Sustainability:

• The police portal has shown resilience. In fact, as a platform
its utility has been increasing over time. Every time, a new
initiative is envisaged at the PHQ level this platform comes
to good use. The project is actually still in its development
and implementation phase.
Multiplicity of implementation authorities was a cause of
concern however now SCRB has been identified as single
agency responsible for implementation.
Institutional mechanism to sustain the code and refine it
would be needed. Further integration with CCTNS is

•

•
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·envisaged. In future, as CCTNS infrastructure would be
available the portal may utilize it.

Lessons Leamt:

• Existing available resources can be mobilized to create a
viable model for E-policing. Over the years national and state
level databases has come up which can be utilized for
effective policing.

• Existing I.T. infrastructure does allow one to plan a state level
project. However in order to fully cover all aspects of policing
a more planed approach with adequate resources will only
work. Small beginning which have larger picture in mind
can act as very productive assets for police and can jump
start use of technology.

Replication:
The application can be replicated as a whole or in parts. Every
state has some or other form of computerization. After close study
some features of the portal can be utilized by every police force.
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Em
COMMUNITY POLICE OFFICERS

SCHEME

About The Scheme
This scheme was introduced in Rajasthan Police by order of DGP
Rajasthan on 4 Dec. 2006. This is yet another scheme, like
Community LiaisonGroup, where community is involved in crime
prevention in partnership with the police. Under this scheme, the
local residents of selected areas are being persuaded to appoint
a reliable local youth as the Community Police Officer for their
area. Such CPOs makes efforts for the crime prevention in the
local area through patrolling in the night, collection of criminal
intelligence, surveillance over known criminals, etc. A CPO is
usually appointed for about 100 households/shops, each
contributing Rs.30 per month, to be paid as remuneration to them.
The police train the CPOs in crime prevention work. This scheme
was in existence in a district of Punjab also from where Rajasthan
Police adopted it.

In this scheme the S.H.O of each police station was directed
to appoint Community Police Officer (CPOs) in various areas
(market, colonies etc) of his Police Station. This was done with
help of Community Liaison Group of Police Station. The CPOs is
paid from the contribution by the people. The Duty of CPOs is
to conduct night patrolling in the area to prevent incident of theft,
burglary etc. and also to inform to inform police about the
activities of antisocial element. The CPOs were to be selected
from unemployment smart and healthy youth of villages, mohallas
etc.

Community Policing Officers Scheme



Situation before the practice

• Since the number of constable posted in a police station is
very low, it was not possible to depute constables for watch
and ward during night in different markets, mohallas, village
etc falling under a police station.

• Because of lack of people watch and ward the incident of
theft and burglary were on rise and thereby a sense of
insecurity increased in society.

• There was dissatisfaction in masses about the functioning of
police and there were public agitation and dharnas, whenever
a major case of theft or burglary took place.

Encounters and challenges faced by the innovators
• First of all there were apprehension in police officers as well

as public as to whether the common youth of society would
be able to perform duties like a police constable or not.

• The public also did not take CPOs seriously until the CPOs
proved their worth by checking the incident of theft.

• Selection of CPOs was also avery difficult task as it was not
sure whether a CPO would really perform his duties
seriously. It was feared that people of dubious character or
criminal would get selected as CPOs.

• The people of society as the shop owners, residents etc. were
not willing to contribute money for the payment of CPOs as
they thought that it was the primary duty of police to place
constables for night patrol duty and further the government
should pay for it.

• In certain cases when the CPOs on night patrol duty
intercepted or encountered a thief or robber they were
attached or threatened this lowered their morale.

• Due to non-cooperation of society, sometimes the CPOs could
not get their remuneration in time.

Strategy adopted
• The CLG and associations and other organizations of society

were briefed about the importance of concept. The police
officers visited them and sought their cooperation.
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• The selection of CPOs was done very carefully to check
infiltration of people of shady character.

• The SHOs took personal interest to ensure the CPOs get their
remunerations in time.

• The CPOs is also given a uniform so as to add some charm
to the job.

• Police constables were deployed with the CPOs to boost their
confidence.

• The CPOs performing good duties were rewarded publically.

Results achieved
• Better public- police participation.
• Check on cases of theft and burglaries.
• There was a change of attitude of public towards police.
• Police able to establish a better information network.
• CPOs are appointed by the public and verified by the police,

therefore they are trusted by the people" ...CPOs are link
between the police and the public, and are verified by police,
which builds up trust and cooperation between the police
and the public" - FGD, Makrana police station,
Nagour" ... since the CPOs appointed by the people are
verified by us, this cross checks their genuineness and hence
are trusted by the police and public" - Police officers, Asind
police station, Bhilwara
" ...CPOs have enhanced the trust between the people and
the police, since both the sides have their say, not only is the
public satisfied as it appoints the CPOs, but also the police,
as it verifies their antecedents and trains them" - Beat
constables, Kotwali Nagour police station, Nagour

• Crime rate has reduced due to strict vigilance on criminals
. "...CPOs' night patrolling has helped in reducing the crime
rate ... " - FGD, Shyam Nagar police station, [aipur
"...CPOs keep a strict vigil over suspicious people and inform
the police officers and beat constables well before time of
any likely incidence of crime" - FGD,Jahazpur police station,
Bhilwara
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" ...CPO scheme is of great benefit as these young CPOs patrol
during night and this has checked the crime rate ... " - Police
officers, Merta Road police station, Nagour [20[

Sustainability
• Sustainability depends upon cooperation of public.
• Places where residents, shop owners paid their contribution

regularly, the system of CPOs is going properly.
• The innovation of CPO scheme received good response

provided good and sustainable remunerations will make this
scheme more sustainable.

Lessons learnt
• Public participation is must for success of any policies.
• Before starting any such project there should be proper

publicity and awareness among masses regarding the project.
• The State Government should also be involved and some

funding from state should be insured.
• Sustainability will be higher when CPOs is paid adequately.
• Uniform is always a charming quotient.
• Institutionalized measure will make it more successful.

Scope for Replication
A very novel innovation, largely successful.
May be replicated in other states.
Its various manifestations are being operational in various states.

REFERENCES:
20 Evaluation of New Initiatives of Rajasthan Police, 2008, ORG
Center for Social Research.
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SOFT SKILL TRAINING

About the scheme
Police is a highly stress prone profession. It is a thankless one
also - police personnel get only brickbats regularly, hardly ever
any bouquets - and the public is generally hostile. Work is not
well defined, workload is heavy, there are no holidays or weekly
offs, police personnel have to be available all the 24 hours a day,
they have long periods of separation from their families. All these
factors have direct bearing on their behavior - there is lot of
negativity, they may not always be helpful, they may even be
rude. Becauseof all this, it is generally very difficult for the police
to get public cooperation and police work cannot be done
successfully without public cooperation. Police personnel at the
cutting edge level, those posted in the police stations, are not
exposed to any type of management inputs, though they are
regularly doing jobs which require interpersonal skills, a high EQ
and SQ, problem solving skills and very good communication
ability. Their motivation levels are also pretty low.

Rajasthan Police undertook an ambitious program of soft
skills training of its police station personnel from the beginning
of 2005. By now, thousands of its personnel from the level of
constables to Deputy Superintends of Police, all posted in police
stations and districts, have undergone several hundreds of these
programs. Some special programs were organized for stress
management. Considerable emphasis was placed on the physical
and mental fitness of police officers and facilities arranged for
that. All these programs were aimed at developing the relevant
skills rather than imparting knowledge. Hence, management
experts, who generally work with the industry, were used. They
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used a variety of methods like group discussions, management
games, and use of psychological instruments etc. with minimum
use of lectures. Techniques like 'Appreciative Enquiry' are being
used regularly to motivate officers in charge of police stations.
'Future Search' has been used to generate ideas and build cohesion
among the various stakeholder groups. Even an airhostess training
academy was roped in to develop skills in front officemanagement
and customer relations.

The results were very heartening. Police personnel have
shown remarkable receptivity to these programs, imbibed the
learning and started implementing them in their day to day work.
Some of them went on to build world class police stations and
bagged international awards. Some officers in-charge of police
stations have motivated their staff to such an extent that in some
police stations we have unmanned canteens, without any leakage,
and in one the staff stopped taking not only alcoholic drinks, but
even tea and coffee. We have an inspector who is getting
invitations from the industry to motivate their personnel and a
constable to train inspector level officers, how to manage a beat
and maintain its records. In a survey done by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 150 police station areas of Rajasthan
(n=7,500)in early 2007,65%of the respondents reported that the
police is always courteous, and 73% said that they are always/
mostly helpful - not a mean achievement in two years time.

One major problem we encountered in organizing these
programs was that the government rules did not permit us to
engage the services of expensive expert trainers. The problem was
overcome by approaching local industrial units, the ell, the
Rajasthan HRD Network Forum, lIM, Ahmedabad, and some
individual trainers themselves, who either sponsored these
programs or conducted them free of cost.

Objectives:
• To make the police personnel aware about the nuances of

their own attitudes and behaviour and changes required in
them.

• To inculcate in them a citizen-friendly, service-oriented
attitude and improve the service delivery of the police.
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To improve the inter-personnel relations among the police
personnel.
To improve the "roughness"of police personnel.
To reduce the stress level of police personnel.
To improve the role perception and role effectiveness of the
police personnel.
To encourage police personnel to adopt a problem solving
approach.
To develop positive attitude and social skills.
To improve the emotional intelligence of police personnel.
To improve the motivational levels.
To improve the communication skills

Situation before the practice
• A large number of persons who approach the police do so

when they are faced with some problem and at that: time
they expect a sympathetic hearing from the police personnel.
They also expect that their problem should receive top
priority, however small the problem is. In actual practice,
most of the police stations, particularly those in the urban
centres, have always their hands more than full and they find
it difficult to even grapple the serious problems. In the
process, problems that are insignificant in the eyes of the
police tend to get brushed aside. However, for the individual
who has taken the trouble of approaching the police with
the problem, his problem is the most important and he gets
antagonized if he is listened to sympathetically in the police
station and his complaint is not acted upon promptly. This
is a major dilemma the police have to face every d\1Y.If they
have a sympathetic and helping attitude they would listen
to all complainants patiently and sympathetically, try to help
the complainant, and if they are not in a position to -act
immediately on the complaint, or if they are not authorized
to take any action at all, they will explain their difficul'ties to
the complainant. If the police do this, the complainant may
not be fully satisfied, but his antagonism will be minimized.

• Many complaints which come to a police station are of a

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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routine nature and if the police personnel can deal with them
tactfully, they can bring about rapprochement and lasting
peace among the parties involved in the dispute. The arrest
normally made under the preventive sections of the law in
India are, in a large number of cases, not fully justified, and
they result in building up antagonism against the police. If
positive attitude and problem solving skills are developed
among the police personnel the possibility of this can be
minimized.

• The police are expected to be on duty round the clock and
they do not even get a weekly off. This coupled with the
pressure of work and inherent danger to his life and limb
results in considerable stress among the police personnel.
This stress manifests itself in different ways, one of them
being offensive and aggressive behaviour, particularly with
the poor persons who approach the police station. Stress
and aggressive behaviour can result in unjustified use of
force, use of abusive language, misbehaviour, which may
even result in law and order situations.

• The police may often tend to forget that all the persons
visiting the police station are not criminals or anti-social
elements. In fact such people hardly ever visit the police
station on their own, they are arrested and brought to the
police station. The persons who voluntarily visit the police
station are complainants of various types, witnesses and
others who want to get different types of work done.
Policemen often tend to club these categories of persons also
with the criminals and behave in a very negative fashion with
them, which is the major cause for poor police image in India.
If the attitude and behaviour of the police personnel are
improved, the service delivery by the police will
automatically improve and result in considerable customer
satisfaction.

• As far as performance is concerned, Indian Police forces are
rated among the best in the world. However, when it comes
to image they are rated among the worst. The main reason
for the difference in performance and perception lies in the
attitude and behaviour of police personnel. . Hence, if
programmes for improving the attitude and behaviour
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patterns of police personnel, especially those at the cutting
edge level, viz., police personnel posted in Police Stations,
Control Rooms, Traffic Branch, Immigration Counters,
Foreigners' Registration Counters etc., are taken up, public
perceptions can change, various types of service deliveries
by the police will improve and the police would receivemuch
better cooperation from its constituents.

Encounters and challenges faced by Rajasthan Police
• The effect of soft skills training programmes tend to wane

with passage of time.
• Many police personnel find it difficult to implement some of

the techniques taught by trainers in their actual work situation
of the police station.

• The large number of personnel involved and the consequent
costs

• The requirement of putting the personnel through such
programmes at the intervals of at least every six months.

Strategy adopted

•

•

The first step will be to do a Training Need Analysis (TNA)
by a group of H.R. experts. Thereafter they can formulate
appropriate training modules.
The topics which are generally covered by trainer\.who give
soft skills training to the police personnel include-

Psychological mapping for understanding self and
others.
Effective inter-personnel communication and team
building.
Role perception and role effectiveness.
Emotional intelligence.
Stress and time management.
Self-motivation and motivating others.
Conflict resolution.
Developing organizational effectiveness.
Developing assertiveness.
Managing change.
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• The conceptual/theoretical inpu t during such training
programmes should be kept to the minimum. The
methodology of the training should lay more emphasis on
the use of recognized instruments for psychological testing,
use of case studies, role plays, interactive sessions, group tasks
etc.

• The duration of these programmes should be ideally 2-3days
only. There should be refresher programmes every 4-6
months, particularly during the initial period, since the effect
of such training programmes start waning gradually. Longer
duration programmes may not be cost effective and their
outcome tend to drastically reduce after 2-3 days. Hence,
repeat programmes at intervals will be ideal.

• The use of police officers/personnel for imparting soft skills
training programme, after putting them through a training
of trainers' course, may not be a feasible idea. On the one
hand all, police forces in India face serious problems in getting
trainers with proper attitude and career graph. On the other,
police officers, even after undergoing a training of trainers'
courses, will only be able to impart the theoretical training.
They may not be in a position to develop the necessary skills
and attitudes among the participants, which actually is the
aim of these training programmes. Hence, for imparting soft
skills- training, professional trainers will have to be engaged .

• 0 For optimum results and cost effectiveness soft skills training
can be coupled with counselling. Counselling can be done
by seniors, colleagues (peer counselling), and by
psychologists. Generally, group counselling will suffice.
However, in the case of some personnel having serious
personality problems, this can be supplemented with
individual counselling.

• Police officers/personnel, however, can be used for
counselling. Peer counselling is a cost effective and quick
means to target the wide base of the police force - the
constabulary. Articulate and motivated Constables having
positive attitude and good track record of work performance
can be trained in the art of counselling by a psychologist.
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They can then be deputed to police stations periodically to
do group counselling of Constables there. During the initial
counselling the Constables are likely to come up with lots of
'ifs; and 'buts' and raise several problems, the answers to
which can be suggested by the police officerwho are involved
in the training of the counsellors. These trained counsellors
can also used to do group counselling during training courses
organized for Constables. Such counselling programmes can
be supplemented by counselling by senior officers who can
also be trained for this by psychologists and police officers.
This will be an almost zero cost initiative. If peer counselling
is supplemented by soft skills training the attitude and
behavioural patterns of police personnel at the cutting edge
level can be improved very quickly.P"

Results achieved
• Problem solving approach, better motivation, increased work

output.
• Improved service delivery by the police.
• Positive attitude and better behaviour among the police

personnel.
• Better public satisfaction and cooperation from the public.
• Improved police image.

Sustainability
This best practice apparently is an integral part ofpolice training
therefore it has natural potential to be sustainable.
Since this best practice has now become part of regular police
training, no extra cost investment OF buget is required. The soft
skill training courses can be run independently from the allocted
police budget or they can become part of the existing training
courses. Improvements on police image, police behaviour and PCR
would naturally create friendliness among police and people.

Lessons learnt
The lessons learnt from this best practice are that more and more
skill training courses should be organised for the personnel of all
ranks in the police organization and that help from the outside
experts should be taken and this activity can be outsourced to
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the professional organizations.

Scope for Replication
Since this best practice is part of overall training endeavours of
police organizations therefore it is replicable to all training schools
and training activity. The practice has been accepted by the PM's
NPM of BPRD to be implemented all over India.

REFERENCES:
21. Draft Project Proposal on Soft Skill Training for Police

Personnel, M K Devrajan.
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II
DISPUTE RESOLUTION THROUGH

COMMUNITY INTERVENTION:
A NEW INITIATIVE TAKEN BY

RAJASTHAN POLICE

A society is a group of people involved with each other through
persistent relations, or a large social grouping sharing the same
geographical or social territory, subject to the same political
authority and dominant cultural expectations. Human societies
are characterized by patterns of relationships (social relations)
between individuals who share a distinctive culture and
institutions; a given society may be described as the sum total of
such relationships among its constituent members. In the social
sciences, a larger society often evinces stratification and/or
dominance patterns in subgroups.

To maintain law and order in a society, there are rules that
should be followed where the offender who abides the rule is
punished and the suffer get justice.

Justice is a concept of moral rightness based on ethics,
rationality, law, religion, equity taking into account the inalienable
and inborn rights of all human beings and citizens. It is the right
of all people and individuals to equal protection before the law
of their civil rights, without discrimination on the basis of race,

~ gender, origin, religion or other characteristics
According to most contemporary theories of justice, justice

is overwhelmingly important:
"Justice is thefirst virtue of social institutions, as truth is of systems
of thought."

-John Rawls
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Justice can be thought of as distinct from benevolence,
charity, prudence, mercy, generosity or compassion, although
these dimensions are regularly understood to also be interlinked.
Justice is connected to the concept of cardinal virtues, of which
it is one. Justice has traditionally been associated with concepts
of fate, reincarnation, or Divine Providence, i.e. with a life in
accordance with the cosmic plan. The association of justice with
fairness has thus been historically and culturally rare and is
perhaps chiefly a modern innovation.

In Indian context the Constitution of India ensures equality,
freedom, justice and dignity of all individuals and implicitly
mandates a comprehensive society for all, including persons with
disabilities. India is a republic which is run by the coordination
of legislative, executive and judiciary. All of the three mention
above work in cooperation with each other to provide justice.

The Current Scenario of justice delivery system:

The legal system in India is viewed by many as part of 'colonial
legacy'. Undoubtedly, judiciary is the important institution which
has withstood many challenges during the last-more than fifty
years to retain its integrity. But with the mounting pressure of
cases-civil, criminal, revenue, industrial and others the workload
of judiciary increased leaps and bound and it has now reached
a stage of unmanageable magnitude and the cases remain
undecided for years together for one reason or the other.

The preamble to the constitution of India promises to secure
socio-economic and political justice and equality of status and of
opportunity to all the citizens. Art. 39-A contains a directive
principle_which holds that the state will ensure that the legal
system operates in a manner so as to promote justice to all and
to ensure that no citizen is denied the opportunities of securing
justice by reason of economic or any other disability. But the
ground reality is that the law hardly reaches the vulnerable
sections of the society. Here, majority of the people are illiterate,
rustic and rural and are ignorant about existence of their legal
rights and remedies. And those who are aware of their rights,
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find it difficult to get them translated into reality because of the
legal and procedural ordeals one has to undergo in the process
of litigation.

In the complexities of modern life-style disputants want a
decision and that too as quickly as possible. As a problem of over
burdened courts, a number of tribunals were established in India.
Even after formation these adjudicatory tribunals and setting up
of Family courts, H.R. commissions, Women commissions for the
protection of rights of men and women, the problem of delay in
courts still persists unabated thereby defeating the cause of justice.

Particularly, civil litigation in India is notoriously known for
pendency of cases flooded by adjournments, revisions, appeals,
cross- appeals etc. on an average a civil litigation takes 5-8 years
for its final disposal and cases are not wanting when civil cases
have lingered in the courts for even 15 to 20 years for one reason
or another. There are several thousand of cases where judgments
have not been delivered long years after the arguments are over.
The prisons are overburdened and there is increasing lawlessness
in the society. There is a clear indication that the criminal justice
system cannot upkeep the law and order. The country strongly
feels that a comprehensive system of justice must be built so that
justice may not be seen as a distant dream by the victims. The
present judicial system demands more teeth. Now, the public
cannot be kept aloof from the functioning of the system, the
community must cooperate with police and judiciary so that the
expectations of the public reach those who are concerned with
protecting law and order in the country.

Pendency of Cases in Courts The Indian judicial system is
blamed for inefficiency and sickness when it comes to dispensing
justice to the public. As statics shows, there is a backlog of 30
million cases in India and even if no new cases are filed, it will
take about 350 years to dispose of them all.

As once Mr. Altamas Kabir, Former Chief Justice of India
said in delivering at Justice P D Desai memorial lecture in
Ahmadabad, a major problem being faced in delivery of criminal
justice is delay "where the entire process takes almost 15-16years".

Some of the major reasons for delay in justice firstly as the
crime rate is increasing which leads to over burden the working
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of courts and finally increases the pendency of cases. Secondly
the Judge Population ratio; In India we have 6 judges for the
population of 1 million. Finally, India unfortunately is a country
where a large population, almost 70 per cent, is living in poverty
and does not share the affluence that the other section of the
society have. They are below poverty line and don't even know
about their rights, have no access of the courts.

It is also true that the gap between justice and sufferer is
ample. The legal proceedings of Indian judiciary consume more
time, money and energy which ultimately results in delayed
justice.

This fact is also extrapolating by the statics, in the year 2007,
the total number of cases pending in courts were 74,73,521out of
which 10,25,689cases were tried and 4,33,929convicted and while
in the year 2011, the number of cases languishing in the courts
were 89,39,161and out of which 12,11,225were tried and 4,97,996
were convicted (ncrb compendium 2011).
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• Excluding withdrawn/ commissioned cases

The Indian judicial system is considered as one of the best
judicial system in the world but due certain enormities in the
system and increase in the rate of cases the sufferer is not able to
get justice in time. It is not so that only the pendency of cases
affects 0 the victim and the culprit; rather it affects all sections of
the society, The legal proceeding not only involves judiciary but
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it also involves the executive such as police, witnesses and
ultimately the entire society.

As the police officials have to appear time and again as
witnesses for various cases, it becomes cumbersome when they
have to travel to different places just to give statements as
witnesses and their work too gets affected. At times witnesses
change their statements in the courts and such a situation demands
the police to investigate the case again. The corruption at various
levels affect the efficiency of police too because power is exploited
in administrative levels .Problems like nepotism also affects
functional capacity of the police. If cases keep decaying in the
courts, the police suffer from mental stress and the efficiency to
deliver good service to the society too comes to halt. Undoubtedly,
fall in the efficiencyof police would augment crimes in the society.

The effect of such a system is dreadful in all terms. The court
proceedings are so long that by the time court comes out with a
verdict, victims and culprits even lose their lives and hence justice
no matter how fair it is, it holds no meaning to anyone. The
sufferer spend huge sum of money, waste a lot of time in court
trials. The faith of the public in the system fades away, and
ultimately nobody gains anything from the situation. The
pendency has to be worked out. It's time that we cooperate with
the judiciary and give it a new face by giving it a sort of support
system. May be fast-track court is one such way out but that too
has not been able to deliver the expected results.

The alternatives to resolve dispute through methods other
than legal procedures to dispense timely justice "and relief to
the common man: Since the present mechanism of justice is unable
to deliver speedy justice to people, alternative methods of dispute
resolution come to the fore aiming to overcome the anomalies of
the present legal system. The rapidly developing society has led
to multiplication of human needs that result into conflict of
interests. In present era people are conscious about their individual
rights. Litigation is now an indispensable part of their lives due
to rising incidence of disputes among them. The litigation process
lacks discipline and the judicial mechanism finds it difficult to
deal with the ever increasing cases in the public life. Litigation
process is all what people are aware of and when this fails to
serve purpose people look for new alternatives. This has given
rise of need to have the alternative modes of dispute resolution.
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It is not so that alternate dispute resolution is new to India.
This system of resolving disputes was already there at the grass
root level i.e. in our pancyati raj system.

The same attempt in rigid form is made in USA to find
alternatives to the traditional legal system was made against the
costly, unpredictable, rigid, over- professionalized, damaging to
relationships, and limited to narrow rights-based remedies as
opposed to creative problem solving. The disruptive conflicts
between labor and the management induced the efforts to develop
arbitration and mediation. In1898,Congress followed initiatives
that began a few years earlier in Massachusetts and New York
and authorized mediation for collective bargaining disputes. In
the consequent years, special mediation agencies, such as the
Board of Mediation and Conciliation for railway labor,
(1913)(renamed the National Mediation Board in 1943),and the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (1947)were formed
and funded to carry out the mediation of collective bargaining
disputes. The mediation services developed as such were believed
to settle collective bargaining disputes; settlement in turn could.
be advanced through conciliation, mediation, and voluntary
arbitration. Varied forms of mediation were introduced in the
courts.

All of the above reasons have given rise to the need of
Dispute Resolution through Community Intervention programme.
In any case, in a welfare state like ours, the community members
are the real stakeholders. The programme claims to possess
potential to be act as a helping- hand to the judicial system.
However, when we have analyse the need and devise alternatives
to justice delivery mechanisms with minimum possibility of errors
in terms of implementation and functioning.

In developing countries like India where most people opt
for litigation to resolve disputes, because of which courts are
overloaded with cases and delay in judgment leads to
dissatisfaction among the masses who form negative opinions
about the judicial system. This opinion is generated largely on
the basis of the popular belief, "Justice delayed is justice denied".
The courts could not be blamed all alone as there is lack of
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negotiation before litigation process which can settle matters in
a much easier way. All this has paved way for Alternative Dispute
Resolution that could work effectively towards providing an
amicable and speedy solution for conflicts in developed
economies,which can in turn strengthen the judicial system. Many
countries such as India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka have adopted
the Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism. However, there
is a need to look at the implementation of the mechanism and
look at the pros and cons.

As Chief Justice Warren Burger of the U.S. Supreme Court
once observed on noticing the increase of cases from 2000to about
5000 in the US Supreme Court between 1963 to 1982made the
following remarks,"We are moving towards a time when it will
be impossible for the courts to cope up with the dockets. If
something is not done, the result will be a production of line of
justice that none of us would want to see." Centre for Public
Resources (CPR) in New York was a pioneer in the movement
towards Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR). The litigation
process was considered to be highly expensive and misuse of
public resources. Therefore, number of ADR techniques include
mini trials, having main focus on arbitration, mediation and
disputes resolution by negotiation. Alternative dispute resolution
mechanism principally consists of mediation, negotiation and
arbitration as techniques for resolution of disputes by the
consenting parties.

The need analysis can help us find alternatives of dispute
resolution and one such effort has been made by the Rajasthan
Police by starting a programme called Dispute Resolution through
Community Intervention.

The present status of justice delivery institutions is
confronted with a lot of problems. The delay in justice has made
the public lose his faith in the system. The system suffers from a
lot of anomalies as the both the victim and the accused have to
stand the tiresome legal procedures. With an aim to provide the
better law and order, Rajasthan Police has taken an initiative to
launch Dispute Resolution through Community Intervention
programme on pilot basis in Kota Rural and Bundi districts of
Kota police range. The project objective are-
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• To involve citizens in resolving petty disputes in a
transparent manner, resulting in registration of petty
offences.

• To reduce the workload of the police personnel, thereby
making them available for issues deserving greater
attention.

• To share the workload of the other agencies of criminal
justice system including courts.

• To curb exploitation of parties to a dispute by the
formal legal methods.

• To bring peace in the community and foster
brotherhood.

• To explore the possibility of Near Zero Crime
In the programme of Dispute Resolution through

Community Intervention the types of disputes taken are Ordinary
fights, Cases pertaining to 107/116 (3) CrPC, Family Disputes,
Conflict between landlord and tenant, Disputes with neighbor,
Disputes rising at Panchayat Levels, Communal Dispute Cases of
civil and revenue in nature to be sorted through arbitration so
that they don't become reason for bigger crimes to take place,
Compoundable cases are also to be undertaken.

In Bundi, the programme was structured in a manner so
that the concepts and objectives were clear to the public. The beats
which had highest cases disputes were undertaken to implement
the programme. There were sessions of public hearing in which
one day was allotted to one village. The practice of writing the
phone numbers and names of the beat officers on board was
carried out, so that the public approaches the programme. The
disputes deserving attention were sorted out. Through the official
records available at the police station, the complaints of disputes
received and those who were being fought in courts were taken
up by the concerned people namely police officials and village
members to resolve the matter and offer a solution strong enough
to end the reasons for dispute. The parties to dispute were heard
and solutions were offered so that they could be at peace. In
addition to that, discussion on anti-social activities like alcoholism
and social problems like illiteracy, child marriage etc. was carried
out for public awareness.
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To carry out the programme, the main disputes of a
particular beat were identified and the residents out there were
roped in to discuss and find solution by planning ways to resolve
the matter. The problems arising out of disputes and information
about the programme were spread through various sources. The
disputes sorted were entered in a register maintained to keep
records of the matters resolved. In that register details were given
regarding the parties to dispute, the reason for dispute and the
result of dispute resolution.

According to the data, from September 1 to November 26,
2012, the total number of disputes accounted to 3010 and out of
these disputes 958were resolved which in terms of percentage is
32%.The registration of IPC crimes were 3095roughly as per the
records on Jan1, 2011 and that came down to 3040 in 26 Nov
2012.The figures tell the performance of the programme in Bundi.
This is how the programme of Dispute Resolution through
Community Intervention has worked so far in Bundi. The
programme which was started in 2007 has been revived in
September 2012in a more institutionalize manner as an alternative
method to the present justice system. So, that the ones which have
done the wrong deeds in their lives get their reward. Many ways
are always present to bring a person to the pleasant life although
he has done wrong deed but punishment is not the solution
always. Careful planning and observations sort the ways that ask
the offenders to come to the right path.

Insofar as it is collaborative, a society can enable its members
to benefit in ways that would not otherwise be possible on an
individual basis; both individual and social (common) benefits
can thus be distinguished, or in many cases found to overlap.

OBJECTIVES:
1. To evaluate the programme of Dispute Resolution through

Community Intervention in Bundi District.
2. To study the impact of the programme on programme

participants(who have resolved their disputes through this
programme)

3. To examine the effectivenessof the programme from the point
of police personnel, Community Liaison Groups.
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4. To gauge the awareness level of the general community.
5. To examine whether the programme is effective in saving

time, money and energy of both the public and the police.

LIMITATIONS
1. The limitations of time, space and man power are the most

restrictive aspects in an empirical study and this study may
also be limited due to these inputs.

2. The answer of respondents as such will have to be taken as
true.

3. The respondents may be quite on certain issues and as such
certain references will have to be drawn on the basis of
observation of the overt behaviour of respondents which may
include gestures and facial expressions.

4. The conclusions drawn may not be universal.

SUGGESTIONS
1. In promoting Dispute Resolution through Community

Intervention Programme the role of police is satisfactory at
the same time it is suggested to involve media in promoting
this programme. So that at larger scale the programme can
be reached to people. The major media sources like television
. and newspaper can cover the programme.

2. A need to provide CLG members with some stipend. The
amount can be sponsored by the state or the central
government. However, it should be noted that the amount
has to reimbursable only to a certain limit and the persons
keeping the record of these financial matters should be
directly accountable to the SHOs of the stations.

3. The involvement of women in the programme is minimum.
Women should be encouraged and motivated to be an active
stakeholder and the member of the CLG body. More of
women participation in CLGneeds to be ensured as they have
better convincing abilities and are known to be comparatively
more sensitive than men. This will lead to women
empowerment as when they'll be presiding over the CLG
sessions, the acknowledgment of their decisions will boost
up their morale. The women can truly act as good counselors
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as their approaches are soft and more convincing.
4. The training of the CLGmembers has to be organize timely.

The training should be focused the legal matters and so that
more ideas about resolving disputes can come up.

5. .It should be mandatory for the police stations to submit
quarterly report of the working of the CLG and the number
of cases resolved to concerned SP of the district. The
involvement of high level officials in the programme can
create confidence in the citizens and accountability of the
officials.

6. There needs to be close supervision and monitoring on the
part of the senior officials.

7. Since the functioning of the programme rests with the CLGs,
it is important to strengthen it. The criteria of selection and
tenure have to be defined and followed.

8. There should be orientation programmes for the police
personnel so that they help in the better functioning of the
programme.

9. There has to be consultation meeting of the experts so that
more new methods to carry out the programme may be
devised.

10. There has to be a standard operating procedure as this would
ensure the discharge of duties on the part of both the
community and police in a better way.

CONCLUSION
11. After analyzing the mechanism ofDispute Resolution through

Community Intervention in Bundi, it can be said that an
alternate to the formal ways of attaining justice where
litigation is the only choicefor the people of the contemporary
society. The programme was studied from the perspectives
of five groups i.e. police personnel, Community Liaison
Groups, programme participants, general community and
litigants as every perspective. The overall response has been
quite positive from all the sides.

12. Active role of police personnel
13. The responses of the categories other than police personnel
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show that the police are playing its role positively in
implementing the Dispute Resolution through Community
Intervention. Itwas observed that the relationship between
the community and police personnel is healthy as the other
respondents could confidently speak about, what they feel
about the programme. The secondary data analysis also
shows that the programme is successful as it helped in
resolving a good number of cases.

14. People know about the programme as the beat officers
appointed are doing their task properly of spreading
awareness about the programme. The beat officer appointed
at each station under the structure of the programme, is the
largest source of information provider as he constantly keep
in touch with the members of the society.

15. Majority of the respondents in the category of police
personnel feel strongly that solving minor issues through
conversation and mutual understanding reduces the work
load ofpolice and help them to focus on more heinous crimes.
They feel that the Dispute Resolution through Community
Intervention Programme is helpful in bringing quicker
resolution in minuet disputes, instead of dragging them to
courts.

16. Apart, it is always seen that the relationship between the
police and society is not good by introducing this programme
the gap between the police and community is also lessen as,
police is able to expect better cooperation from the society's
side.

17. This fact is also substantiate by the CLG members and
programme participants as they reveal about the consistent
meetings that are being held by the police to ensure better
functioning of the programme and convincing role played
by the police to make theDispute Resolution through
Community Intervention programme work.

18. Dispute Resolution through Community Intervention saves
time, money and energy

19: While talking to members of the groups (Police Personnel,
Community Liaison Groups, Programme Participants,
General Community and Litigants) and data analyzed for the

I~,
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between the parties which in turn improvise the relationship
also. The other categories of respondents also think that the
impact of such peaceful resolution helps in making the
relations better which in turn does not give rise to major
issues.

Restoration of faith in the public towards Police and law and
order
29. It is observed that this programme seems to build faith in

the working of the police and justice system of the country.
The quick resolving of issue with the involvement of
community erects faith in the system. As the programme
resolves the minor disputed issues quickly the scope for the
major disputes lessens.

30. Dispute Resolution through Community Intervention paves
way for Community Policing

31. The idea of Community Policing in India is in a nascent stage
but efforts are being made by the police to take community
in confidence by confiscate fears and skepticism from the . •
minds of the public.

.. J..

32. As per the definition, Community policing refers to a system
of allocating police officers to particular areas so that they
become familiar with the local inhabitants. Now, by looking "\;
at the study we can conclude that this programme has
definitely got the elements of community policing as the beat
officers visit communities, familiarize with the local
inhabitants so that the people get to know of the programme
and help the police function better by getting accustomed to
the aspects of the programme and bringing them into practice.
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present research shows that maximum of the groups feels
that alternative dispute resolution saves time, energy and
money of the victims.

20. The minor issues such as dispute for property, fight, religious
disputes etc. can be sort out by community intervention. The
programme is also effective as it abides the long legal
procedure which involves both money and energy. Therefore,
this programme is very good alternate to bring about timely
verdict for petty matters within the family, neighborhood and
community as a whole.

21. The Passive Role of Media
22. The role of CLGs, SHOs and beat officers is satisfactory as

assuming their responsibility to keep the public informed
about Dispute Resolution through Community Intervention
programme.

23. At the same time the involvement of media in promoting
this programme cannot be seen. The representation of both
print and electronic media is poor as per the responses. The
print media is fewer in picture.

24. Dispute Resolution through Community Intervention can
help foster better relations between the accused and the
victim

25. It is obvious that the disputes make social relations bitter,
but through Dispute Resolution through Community
Intervention, it has been possible for the parties to make their
relations better.

26. Majority of respondents from the category of programme
participants have agreed that their relations have improved
after the intervention of CLG members. As both parties are
listened carefully by the members and the verdict is not
enforced.

27. It is observed that when both the parties are made to sit under
one roof, the issues are well resolved in the presence of the
CLG members who work's and try to suggest possible
solutions to the parties.

28. Since Dispute Resolution through Community Intervention
is about resolving the issue and making better communication
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